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  FOOTHILLS WATER NETWORK 
 
 

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
Ready for Environmental Analysis  

 
Yuba-Bear Hydroelectric Project (FERC #2266-102)  

Licensee: Nevada Irrigation District 
Amended Final License Application 

 
Drum-Spaulding Hydroelectric Project (FERC #2310-193)  

Licensee: Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
Amended Final License Application 

 
 
 
        July 31, 2012 
 

Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission      
Via electronic filing  
 
Dear Ms. Bose: 

 
The Foothills Water Network (FWN or Network) and its member organizations 

respectfully respond to the Notice of Ready for Environmental Analysis for the 
coordinated relicensing of Project 2266, the Yuba-Bear Project operated by Nevada 
Irrigation District, and Project 2310, the Drum-Spaulding Project operated by Pacific Gas 
& Electric Company (hereinafter, collectively “the Projects”).  We provide a suite of 
recommendations for the Projects under Section 10(a) of the Federal Power Act (FPA) 
and comments regarding the Commission’s Environmental Impact Statement for the 
Projects under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

 
Foothills Water Network 

 
This response was jointly developed and signed by non-governmental 

organizations and individuals participating in the Drum-Spaulding and Yuba-Bear 
Relicensings.1 The Foothills Water Network represents a broad group of non-
governmental organizations and water resource stakeholders in the Yuba, Bear, and 
                                                             

1 Foothills Water Network, American Rivers, American Whitewater, California Sportfishing Protection 
Alliance, Friends of the River, Gold Country Fly Fishers, Northern California Council Federation of Fly 
Fishers, Ophir Property Owners Association, Save Auburn Ravine Salmon and Steelhead, Sierra Club, 
South Yuba River Citizens League, and Trout Unlimited  
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American Watersheds. The overall goal of the Foothills Water Network is to provide a 
forum that increases the effectiveness of non-profit conservation organizations to achieve 
river and watershed restoration and protection benefits for the Yuba, Bear, and American 
Rivers. This includes negotiations at the county, state, and federal levels, with an 
immediate focus on the FERC relicensing processes. 

 
Executive Summary  

 
The Foothills Water Network and its member groups have been active relicensing 

participants in the coordinated relicensing of the Projects since before the formal 
commencement of the Integrated Licensing Process.  FWN members and the FWN 
coordinator have participated in hundreds of face-to-face relicensing meetings since 
2007.  While, on occasion, some members have filed comments independent of the 
coalition, generally the comments of each member group have been submitted as part of 
the comments submitted by the coalition.  These coalition comments have consistently 
addressed both of the Projects, though individual sections of comments have dealt 
specifically with only one project.  We maintain this format in the present document: 
generally, these comments and recommendations apply to both Projects, though where 
specified they deal with only one project. 

 
In Section X of this document, we provide a table for each project that shows 

many of the measures proposed by the respective licensee and our general response to 
each measure.  

 
Partial Agreement on Flows 
 
FWN, several resource agencies, and other relicensing participants have reached 

partial agreement with Nevada Irrigation District (NID) and Pacific Gas & Electric 
Company (PG&E) (collectively, “licensees”) on instream flow measures for most project 
affected river and stream reaches.  These agreements were reached after many months of 
intensive negotiations intended to achieve consensus on measures to balance power 
generation, water supply, and resource protection, mitigation and enhancement needs.  
The areas of agreement on flow are reflected in the respective Amended Final License 
Applications (Amended FLA’s) for the two Projects.2  Areas in which the Network is not 
in agreement with the flows proposed in the Amended FLA’s are noted in these 
comments, most notably on block flows for the South Yuba River and Middle Yuba 
River, as well as on flows for Auburn Ravine. 

 
The level of agreement that relicensing participants were able to reach was made 

possible in part by the Commission’s extension of the Integrated Licensing Process 
deadlines in response to requests by relicensing participants.  The Network thanks the 
Commission for its latitude in extending deadlines, and believes that the resulting license 
                                                             

2 See Drum-Spaulding Amended Final License Application, eLibrary 20120618-5022, Amended Appendix 
E-7; and Yuba-Bear Amended Final License Application, eLibrary 20120618-5134, Amended Appendix E-
3. 
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will be more in the public interest because of the extra time that the Commission 
provided for negotiation. 

 
Lack of Agreement on “Block Flows” for the South Yuba and Middle Yuba 
Rivers 
 
The most significant area of disagreement remaining between the Network and 

the licensees concerns water releases to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers in the 
summer to provide thermally suitable habitat for aquatic species.  During negotiations in 
April, 2012, the Network proposed that a 2,500 acre-foot per year block of water be made 
available in the summer of each year in the South Yuba River in order to meet the 
Network’s explicit and clearly stated interest to maintain coldwater habitat in South Yuba 
River upstream and downstream of its confluence with Canyon Creek.3  The Network 
proposed this block flow measure to achieve real-time management of temperature 
conditions in order to maintain thermal suitability for trout at minimum water cost; up to 
2,500 acre-feet of water per year would be incrementally released as needed to maintain 
cold water habitat in the South Yuba between Canyon Creek and Poorman Creek.  Most 
relicensing participants, including PG&E, recognized this approach as creative and 
promising.  During May and June, the Network worked with the agencies to develop the 
block flow measure for the South Yuba River, and to develop a companion measure for 
the Middle Yuba River as well.  The California Department of Fish and Game (DFG) is 
now recommending these measures as part of its FPA section 10(j) recommendations. 
The Network also strongly recommends these measures, which are reproduced below.  

 
At the end of May, PG&E informed the Network that it had insufficient time to 

address block flows for the South Yuba River. PG&E expressed concern that NID and 
Placer County Water Agency (PCWA) might have concerns about the water cost of block 
flows, and that PG&E could not include block flows in its Amended FLA without the 
approval of these partners.  PG&E also expressed concerns about the details of how the 
block flow measure would be implemented.  PG&E stated that it could not support block 
flows while the concerns of NID and PCWA were outstanding.  PG&E committed to a 
discussion of South Yuba River block flows after its Amended FLA was filed.  

 
Unfortunately, to the surprise and disappointment of the Network, the Network 

received a copy of a July 5 e-mail from PG&E to the U.S. Forest Service on July 6, 2012.  
The email citing the “cost of lost generation” stated that “PG&E does not agree with this 
measure,” and requested that the Forest Service not include South Yuba River block 
flows in its “preliminary conditions.”  PG&E’s July 5 e-mail was sent to the Forest 
Service with no prior discussion on this issue between PG&E and the Network since the 
filing of the Amended FLA.   

 
To the Network’s knowledge, NID has not yet taken a position with the agencies 

on block flows for the Middle Yuba River or the South Yuba River.  It has promised to 
confer with the Network once it has evaluated the measures.  
                                                             

3 See e.g. FWN Comments on Proposed Study Plans, eLibrary 20081224-5011, p. 11 
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As the Network made clear to both licensees, the Network is not in agreement 

with the licensees on flows for the South Yuba River and the Middle Yuba River in the 
absence of an agreement on block flows for both rivers, as such flows are not adequate to 
mitigate the Projects’ effects on, or protect habitat for, aquatic resources. 
 

Disagreement on flows for Auburn Ravine 
 
A major remaining area of disagreement between the Network and PG&E 

concerns instream flow for Auburn Ravine to support the ecosystem and fishery that have 
been created, in large measure, by the water deliveries and power discharges through the 
Bear Canal system and Wise Powerhouse.  FWN appreciates PG&E’s acceptance in the 
Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA of some responsibility to provide a minimum instream 
flow in Auburn Ravine.  However, PG&E’s proposed limitation of the area of project 
effects to downstream of PCWA’s Auburn Tunnel is not supported by facts or law.  
Moreover, PG&E’s proposal to provide no instream flow to Auburn Ravine during the 
canal outage for its lower system is not acceptable; fish can’t live without water for three 
weeks any more than a person could live for three weeks without air.  Several parties 
have suggested that an arrangement for both instream flows during the outage and for an 
instream flow adequate for all of Auburn Ravine’s salmonid habitat (downstream to 
Lincoln) could be worked out “outside of relicensing.”  However, unless a workable and 
enforceable solution to the outage is executed prior to the completion of the DEIS, the 
Commission should require PG&E to provide adequate streamflow throughout the year, 
including during the outage, as FWN recommends below. 

 
Remediation of the Outlet Works on Spaulding Dam 
 
In its Amended FLA, PG&E proposes, in order to make reliable releases from 

Spaulding Reservoir, to begin construction to remediate the outlet works at Spaulding 
Dam within 2 years of license issuance.  By performing this essential maintenance, 
PG&E will again be capable of reliably releasing 90 cfs into the South Yuba River from 
Spaulding Reservoir.  FWN has advocated for such a measure throughout the relicensing, 
and commends PG&E for its commitment to renovate this neglected infrastructure that is 
critical to environmental protection.4  However, the Network remains concerned about 
the drawdown of Spaulding Reservoir during construction, and how PG&E will provide 
instream flows to the South Yuba River before and during construction. 

 
 
 

                                                             

4 For the measure proposed by PG&E, see the Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA, p. A-75. For FWN’s 
previous comments on the Spaulding outlet works, see FWN comments on PAD and SD1, eLibrary 
20080811-5122, Appendix 1, Comments of American Whitewater on SD1, pp. 18-20. PG&E’s current 
position that it will not to use this new infrastructure when it is most needed in the summer to reduce water 
temperatures and eliminate the primary limiting factor for rainbow trout in the South Yuba River reduces 
the potential benefit of this measure.   
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Spill Cessation Measures for the South Yuba River, Middle Yuba River and 
Canyon Creek 
 
Relicensing participants have reached agreement on the implementation of spill 

cessation measures for many of the major project-affected stream reaches.  These 
measures require the licensees to gradually reduce the flow levels following spill from 
project facilities, in order to protect downstream aquatic resources, particularly (but not 
exclusively) Foothill Yellow-Legged Frogs (FYLF).5  The spill cessation measures 
generally require a ramp down over a period of about three weeks, and if incorporated 
into the new licenses will signify a new default for FERC license conditions in 
California, which traditionally have considered ramping only in terms of hours or single 
days.  This concept was heavily promoted by FWN during relicensing under the title of 
“snowmelt recession” or “mimicking the descending limb of the snowmelt hydrograph.”  
FWN strongly urges the Commission to adopt spill cessation measures as agreed to by 
relicensing participants, and to embrace this approach in licenses more generally.  

 
Improved Whitewater Opportunities 
 
Spill cessation measures offer the added benefit of providing whitewater boating 

opportunities. This is particularly true when spill cessation is extended for a specified 
number of days at flow levels that are optimal for whitewater boating.  This is the case on 
several of the major project-affected river reaches: South Yuba River below Spaulding 
Dam, Middle Yuba River below Milton Diversion, and Canyon Creek below the 
Bowman-Spaulding Canal.  FWN supports these measures.  Further whitewater boating 
opportunities are presented by two conveyance reaches in the Projects: Fordyce Creek 
downstream of the Drum-Spaulding Project’s Fordyce Lake, and Canyon Creek  
downstream of the Yuba-Bear Project’s French Lake.  The licensees who control each 
reach have agreed to manage flow releases for conveyance purposes to provide 
whitewater boating benefits.   

 
FWN appreciates and supports the efforts of the licensees to implement spill 

cessation measures and to manage flow releases for conveyance purposes to provide for 
multiple uses. 

 
Mitigation for Project Operations in Bear Valley 
 
In its Amended FLA, PG&E proposes a series of measures to mitigate for project 

effects in Bear Valley.6  Most of these effects stem from the use of the Bear River in Bear 
Valley for conveyance of water through the Drum system.  Many of these effects are 
concentrated on the stream channel, both in Bear Valley and downstream to Drum 
                                                             

5 This measure gained definitive traction following a massive frog mortality on PG&E’s Poe Project, when 
PG&E operations dropped flows from over 2000 cfs to 114 cfs in less than two days, de-watering 30 of 33 
known FYLF egg masses on the Poe reach. See American Whitewater and California Sportfishing 
Protection Alliance, Comments, Mortality of Foothill Yellow-Legged Frogs on the Poe Project, eLibrary 
20110729-5200.  
6 See PG&E’s Amended FLA, pp. App. 7-29 to E7-32. 
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Afterbay.  The Forest Service proposes to require some additional mitigations and a 
greater certainty of remediation, beyond the measures that PG&E proposed in its 
Amended FLA.  Neither the measures proposed by PG&E nor those proposed by the 
Forest Service will allow full restoration of the wet meadow function in Bear Valley.  
However, the Network recognizes the need of PG&E to occasionally use the Bear River 
in Bear Valley to maintain water supply deliveries for NID and PCWA customers, 
especially during periods of unplanned Drum Canal outage.  The Network also 
recognizes the great power generation interest of both PG&E and NID that is met by 
allowing winter conveyance of water in the Bear River in Bear Valley.  Therefore, the 
Network reluctantly supports the measures proposed by PG&E as modified by the 
measures proposed by the Forest Service.    

 
Bear River Trail 
 
Operation of both the Drum-Spaulding Project and the Yuba-Bear Project cause 

effects to walking accessibility of the Bear River from its headwaters to Combie 
Reservoir.  The Network proposes a suite of measures to mitigate for these effects, based 
on the concept of the eventual construction of a Bear River Trail.  The Network proposes 
specific actions by both PG&E and NID, and provides a rationale for each measure 
based, in most cases, on specific project features for which the specific action would 
mitigate.  

 
Recreational mitigations in FERC relicensings often tend to be largely limited to 

actions around project reservoirs.  Providing hiking opportunities centered on river 
experiences diversifies recreational benefits and serves the public interest in ways not 
otherwise met by limiting the focus to reservoir facilities.  

 
License Implementation 
 
Licensees propose annual meetings to address the need for public input regarding 

matters related to license implementation.  The Network recommends a greater degree of 
ongoing formal consultation with entities that represent the public interest, including 
resource agencies, NGO’s and interested individuals.  More specifically, the Network 
recommends the establishment of a formal consultation group, similar to the Ecological 
Resources Committees established for the implementation of the license for the Rock 
Creek – Cresta Project, the Mokelumne Project, and the El Dorado Project.   

 
Alternatives under NEPA 
 
The Network commented, in its comments on the Draft License Application, that 

in addition to a No Action Alternative and the Proposed Alternative, the Commission’s 
scope of analysis under NEPA required that it, at minimum, evaluate two additional 
complete alternatives: 1) Restored Anadromous Fish Alternative that evaluates project 
effects on restoration of anadromous fish to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers; and 
2) a Future Water Supply Demand Alternative that contains a suite of different levels of 
water demand, including reduced demand, and that proposes mitigations for present or 
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future effects on water supply should such effects occur.  Neither of the licensees has 
examined such alternatives in its respective Amended FLA.  The Commission should not 
repeat this error.7 

 
Cumulative Effects 
 
The Commission must evaluate the cumulative effect on the lower Yuba River of 

the diversion of an average annual 400,000 acre-feet out of the Yuba River watershed.  
 
The Commission must also evaluate the cumulative effects of the various 

alternatives and proposed measures on Folsom Reservoir, on water deliveries from 
Folsom Reservoir, and on fisheries resources in the lower American River downstream of 
Folsom Reservoir.  The Drum-Spaulding Project’s Newcastle Powerhouse discharges an 
average of 120,000 acre-feet of water annually to Folsom Reservoir.  During relicensing 
negotiations, the Bureau of Reclamation (Bureau), which operates Folsom Reservoir, 
advocated that existing (baseline) levels of January through May Newcastle discharges to 
Folsom be maintained in Dry, CD and EC water years.  The Bureau claimed that 
reduction of these discharges would cause harm to salmon and steelhead in the lower 
American River.  The Network disputes both the claim of environmental harm and the 
stated connection between the Bureau’s proposed requirement and the alleged 
environmental benefit.  FWN also believes that any finding of such harm by the 
Commission must consider a suite of potential mitigations.   

 
Climate Change 
 
The Commission must consider the effects of climate change on various 

alternatives considered under NEPA, and how the project will affect instream and other 
resources under changing climate conditions.  

 
Table of Contents 
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7 Regarding the need to propose alternatives to mitigate impacts of PM&E measures to water supply, see 
also Conservation Groups’ petition for Declaratory Relief in the P-2179 Docket, eLibrary 20120601-5053, 
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Background 
 

Filings by Licensees 

Licensees PG&E and NID have made the following major filings in the 
coordinated Integrated Licensing Process for the Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding 
projects:  

 
On April 11, 2008, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Notice of Intent8 and 

Pre-Application Document.9 
 
On April 11, 2008, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Notice of Intent10 and Pre-

Application Document.11  
 
On September 25, 2008, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Proposed Study 

Plan.12  
 
On September 25, 2008, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Proposed Study Plan.13 
 
On January 23, 2009, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Revised Study 

Plan.14  
 
On January 23, 2009, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Revised Study Plan.15 
 
On March 17, 2010, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Initial Study 

Report.16 
 
On March 17, 2010, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Initial Study Report.17  

                                                             

8 See eLibrary 20080411-0087. 
9 See eLibrary 20080411-0087. 
10 See eLibrary 20080411-5026. 
11 See eLibrary 20080411-5029. 
12 See eLibrary 20080925-5114. 
13 See eLibrary 20080925-5115. 
14 See eLibrary 20090123-5108. 
15 See eLibrary 20090123-5109. 
16 See eLibrary 20100317-5039. 
17 See eLibrary 20100317-5040. 
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On November 3, 2010, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Draft License 

Application.18 
 
On November 8, 2010, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Draft License 

Application.19  
 
On March 17, 2011, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Updated Study 

Report.20  
 
On March 17, 2011, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Updated Study Report.21 
 
On April 12, 2011, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Final License 

Application.22  
 
On April 12, 2011, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Final License Application.23 
 
On June 18, 2012, Drum-Spaulding licensee PG&E filed its Amended Final 

License Application.24  
 
On June 18, 2012, Yuba-Bear licensee NID filed its Amended Final License 

Application.25 
 
Issuances by the Commission 
 
The Commission has made the following issuances in the coordinated Integrated 

Licensing Process for the Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding projects: 
 
On May 22, 2008, FERC issued Scoping Document 1.26 
 
On October 6, 2008, FERC issued Revised Scoping Document 2.27 
 
On February 23, 2009, FERC issued its Study Plan Determination.28 
 

                                                             

18 See eLibrary 20101103-5052. 
19 See eLibrary 20101108-0035. 
20 See eLibrary 20110317-5078 
21 See eLibrary 20110317-5086. 
22 See eLibrary 20110412-5005. 
23 See eLibrary 20110415-5018. 
24 See eLibrary 20120618-5022. 
25 See eLibrary 20120618-5134. 
26 See eLibrary 20080522-3011 
27 See eLibrary 20081006-3034. 
28 See eLibrary 20090223-3023. 
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On July 23, 2010, FERC issued its Determination on Requests for Modifications 
to Study Plan.29 

 
On January 31, 2011, FERC issued a notice of deficiency regarding the Draft 

License Application for the Drum-Spaulding Project.30 
 
On January 31, 2011, FERC issued a notice of deficiency regarding the Draft 

License Application for the Yuba-Bear Project.31 
 
On January 19, 2012, FERC issued its Notice of Ready for Environmental 

Analysis for the Drum-Spaulding Project.32 
 
On January 19, 2012, FERC issued its Notice of Ready for Environmental 

Analysis for the Yuba-Bear Project.33 
 
On February 24, 2012, FERC issued a notice extending the deadlines pursuant to 

the Notice of Ready for Environmental Analysis to July 31, 2012.34  
 

Filings by Foothills Water Network 
 

The Foothills Water Network has made the following major filings in the 
coordinated Integrated Licensing Process for the Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding 
projects: 

 
On August 10, 2008, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the Pre-

Application Document; Scoping Document 1; and Study Requests for the Drum-
Spaulding and Yuba-Bear Projects P-2266.35 

 
On August 11, 2009, American Rivers filed a study request for a Climate Change 

study.36  
 
On December 24, 2008, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the 

licensees’ Proposed Study Plans.37 
 
On December 24, 2008, the Social Alliance Network filed comments on the 

Proposed Study Plan, including proposed modifications to the licensees’ proposed 

                                                             

29 See eLibrary 20100723-3033. 
30 See eLibrary 20110131-3028. 
31 See eLibrary 20110131-3028. 
32 See eLibrary 20120119-3064. 
33 See eLibrary 20120119-3065 
34 See eLibrary 20120224-3013. 
35 See eLibrary 20080811-5122. 
36 See eLibrary 20080812-5006. 
37 See eLibrary 20081224-5011. 
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Traditional Cultural Properties study; these modifications proposed a greatly expanded 
Area of Potential Effects.38 

 
On February 8, 2009, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the 

licensees’ Revised Study Plans.39 
  
On February 19, 2009, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on modified 

studies.40 
 
 On April 14, 2009, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the modified 

entrainment study.41 
 
On May 13, 2010, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the Initial 

Study Report.42 
  
On February 1, 2011, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the Draft 

License Applications for both projects.43 
  
On May 13, 2011, the Foothills Water Network filed comments on the Updated 

Study Reports.44 
  
On October 18, 2011, the Foothills Water Network filed comments in response to 

Placer County Water Agency’s September 16, 2010 letter regarding its water supply 
interests in the coordinated relicensings.45 

 
Substantive Comments and Recommendations  
 

I. Relicensing participants have not reached agreement on required instream 
flows for the South Yuba and Middle Yuba Rivers, the most important 
project-affected river reaches. 
 
Over the course of the last two years, the Network and other relicensing 

participants have negotiated flows for over 40 stream reaches affected by the projects.  
Throughout the negotiations, the Network has been clear that its four top priority reaches 
on the combined projects are: 

  
• South Yuba River below Spaulding Dam; 
• Canyon Creek below Bowman-Spaulding Conduit; 

                                                             

38 See eLibrary 20081224-5059. 
39 See eLibrary 20090209-5012. 
40 See eLibrary 20090219-5052. 
41 See eLibrary 20090414-5033. 
42 See eLibrary 20100513-5066. 
43 See eLibrary # 20110201-5027. 
44 See eLibrary # 20110513-5049. 
45 See eLibrary # 20101018-5103. 
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•  Middle Yuba River below Milton Diversion; and 
• Auburn Ravine below Wise Powerhouse.46   

 
While relicensing participants have reached agreement on flows for the vast 

majority of the stream reaches affected by the two projects, agreement has been reached 
on only one of these four top priority reaches: Canyon Creek below the Bowman-
Spaulding conduit. 

 
A. Flows agreed to by licensees produce water temperatures too warm to 
provide adequate habitat for fish species in the South Yuba and Middle 
Yuba rivers during the summer. 

 
The issue for the Network on the South and Middle Yuba rivers comes down to 

one basic fact: the flow proposal for these rivers as agreed to by the licensees leaves 
summer water temperatures in these rivers too warm to provide suitable habitat for fish 
species in these reaches.    

 
The resource agencies (principally Forest Service and DFG) based their flow 

prescriptions for the South Yuba River and Middle Yuba River on the shape of the 
hydrograph, habitat modeling for fish, and known populations of FYLF.  The agencies’ 
geographic emphasis for the shape of the hydrograph and for impacts to fish were the 
reaches close to project dams.   

 
Throughout the flow negotiation discussions, the Network placed the geographic 

emphasis further downstream on these reaches: in the area above and below the 
confluence with Canyon Creek on the South Yuba River, and in the area above and below 
the confluence with Wolf Creek on the Middle Yuba River.  Thus, the Network proposed 
using flow for the primary purpose of improving summer water temperatures in each 
river to provide adequate coldwater habitat for aquatic species.  This concept resulted in 
the Network’s “block flow” proposals for the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers, 
discussed more fully below.  If implemented, block flows in the South Yuba and Middle 
Yuba rivers would serve a dual function: 1)  they would ensure that the Project’s impacts 
on existing fish species are properly mitigated by providing thermally suitable habitat in 
the South and Middle Yuba rivers at minimal water cost;  and 2) they would ensure that 
existing fish species are able to exist and thrive in stretches of the rivers that are 
accessible to anglers and members of the public. 

 
The Network’s block flow proposals will improve recreational opportunities 

along the South and Middle Yuba rivers.  The upstream portions of the South and Middle 
Yuba rivers emphasized in the flow recommendations of the resource agencies have 
limited access opportunities for anglers and other members of the public seeking 
recreational opportunities.  The areas emphasized by the Network have much better 
public access.  In addition to Canyon Creek, access to which is achieved mainly by 
expeditionary hiking, and the Bear River in Bear Valley, access to which is limited by 
                                                             

46 We discuss flows for Auburn Ravine in a separate section below.  
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large flow fluctuations caused by project operations, the South and Middle Yuba rivers 
offer the best opportunities for angling improvements on the hundreds of miles of 
project-affected stream reaches.  

  
The Network’s block flow proposals will improve the habitat for aquatic species 

in the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers by cooling water temperature in the summer.  
Physical habitat has little value for fish if thermal conditions are too warm to support 
them.  Water temperature modeling shows that summer flows agreed to by the licensees 
will not provide thermally suitable habitat for trout on the Middle Yuba River at Wolf 
Creek and on the South Yuba River at Poorman Creek on many summer days.  The 
frequency of thermally unsuitable conditions increases with decreased flow; flows are 
lower in drier water years.   

 
Quantity of flow affects water temperature conditions and water temperature 

conditions affect the productivity of fish populations.  Trout populations in the South 
Yuba River Reach #5 where surveyed near Poorman Creek are low.  This is consistent 
with many years of empirical observation by Network member Frank Rinella, longtime 
local angler and fishing guide.  The Fish Populations Technical Memo 3-1 also 
demonstrates that 4 year-old age class in the South Yuba River downstream of Poorman 
Creek is made up of fish that are seven to eight inches long, indicating very poor growth 
rates.47  While fish populations on the Middle Yuba River near Wolf Creek are better 
than those on the South Yuba River, the Middle Yuba River populations in 2008 had no 
age 3 fish and very few age 2 fish.48 Middle Yuba River fish populations are significantly 
lower than comparable populations on North Yuba River reference reaches.49 

 
Additional measures are needed, in addition to the flow prescriptions agreed to by 

licensees, in order to ensure that streamflow and water temperatures are appropriate to 
support the aquatic resources in the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers.  In an effort to 
preserve the recommendations of the resource agencies and meet the interests of the 
licensees and PCWA to contain water costs, while still significantly cooling the South 
Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers during the summer, the Network proposed the concept of 
“block flows:” a quantity of water available for real-time water temperature management.  
This is a classic “low cost, high value” measure that meets multiple interests.  DFG 
agrees with this concept, and has developed specific measures for block flows on both the 
South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers. 

 
Flows to cool the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers are the top priority for the 

Network in this relicensing.  Measures sufficient to accomplish this goal must be 
included in the new licenses to ensure that the Projects’ effects are sufficiently mitigated 
and aquatic resources are sufficiently protected.  If the Commission or the Forest Service 
does not require adequate flows to meet this interest, the Network may propose measures 
that reduce flows on other reaches, or reduce flows in winter and spring on the Middle 

                                                             

47 See Stream Fish Populations Technical Memorandum, Figure 3.6-25, p. 169.  
48 See Stream Fish Populations Technical Memorandum, Figure 3.1-8, p. 36.  
49 See Stream Fish Populations Technical Memorandum, Figure 3.12-4. 
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Yuba and South Yuba rivers, as alternative flow recommendations, in order to free up 
water for block flows. 

 
The Network appreciates the patience and the effort of all relicensing participants 

in coming to agreement on flows for most project reaches.  It is not the intent of the 
Network to demean the effort that many have expended to reach agreement; indeed, the 
Network respectfully suggests that it has worked as hard as any other entity to come to 
agreement.  However, to date the Network’s central interest in this relicensing has not 
been met.  This lack of recognition of the Network’s central interest was reflected in the 
negotiation process: agreement between the licensees and the agencies on flow 
prescriptions for the South Yuba and the Middle Yuba rivers was reached when 
representatives of the Network were not even in the room 

 
B. PG&E’s Amended Final License Application misrepresents the level of 
agreement on flow measures. 
 
PG&E, in the Summary section of its Amended Final License Application, states 

in Table 1, Column 3 a caveat to its flow agreement with the agencies on flows:  
 
The Joint Agencies support this measure with the exception of the potential 
inclusion of block flows in the summer (flows in addition to the Minimum 
Streamflows) for the South Yuba River below Lake Spaulding. The Joint 
Agencies are considering the inclusion of up to 2,500 acre-feet of additional water 
each year that the Joint Agencies would have the discretion to require PG&E to 
release in the South Yuba River. PG&E has not reached agreement with the Joint 
Agencies and other Relicensing Participants regarding these proposed block 
flows, which is why South Yuba River block flows are not included in PG&E’s 
Streamflows measure in this Amendment. However, PG&E has agreed to 
continue discussing this issue with other interested Relicensing Participants.50  
 
PG&E further explains: “While FWN is neither a licensee nor a Joint Agency in 

this proceeding, FWN has also indicated it “can live with” PG&E’s Streamflows measure 
set forth in Table 1, with the exception of the limitations that are listed in column three of 
Table 1.”   

 
NID states a similar caveat in Table E3-3 of Appendix E3 of its Amended Final 

License Application:  
 
Also, NID understands that the Joint Agencies are considering the potential 
inclusion of block flows (flows in addition to the Minimum Streamflows shown in 
Table 2 of Measure YB-AQR1) for the Middle Yuba River below the Milton 
Diversion Dam. NID has not included a provision for block flows in its Measure 

                                                             

50 See Summary of Amended Final License Application for the Drum-Spaulding Project, eLibrary 
20120618-5022, p. 7.  
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YB-AQR1, but NID has agreed to continue discussing this issue with other 
interested Relicensing Participants.51 
 
NID continues:  
 
FWN was also an active Relicensing Participant in the negotiation process. FWN 
has said it “can live with” the Streamflows measure set forth in Table E3-3, with 
the exception that some flows in the Middle Yuba River below Milton Diversion 
Dam as stated in Table E3-3 will not be acceptable to FWN in the absence of an 
agreement on block flows. FWN said it appreciates the fact that a further 
discussion of block flows by NID and Relicensing Participants is noted in column 
three of Table E3-3.52 
 
In spite of PG&E’s stated intent to discuss block flows with the Network, the 

Network received on July 6, 2012, a copy of a July 5 e-mail from PG&E to the U.S. 
Forest Service regarding block flows which cited the “cost of lost generation” for its 
conclusion that “PG&E does not agree with this measure.”  This e-mail requested that the 
Forest Service not include South Yuba River block flows in its “preliminary conditions.”  
PG&E’s July 5 e-mail was sent to the Forest Service with no prior discussion on this 
issue between PG&E and the Network since the filing of the Amended FLA. 

   
The Network responded to PG&E in a July 8 e-mail, copied to agencies and NID.  

PG&E and the Forest Service convened a meeting of Relicensing Participants to discuss 
block flows on July 17, 2012.  PG&E did not retract its request of the Forest Service to 
not include South Yuba River block flows in its preliminary conditions.  

 
Given this unfortunate decision by PG&E, the Network believes that PG&E’s 

Amended FLA misrepresents the level of agreement with relicensing participants 
concerning flow.  The Network, frankly, had been led by PG&E personnel to understand 
that South Yuba River block flows were not included in PG&E’s Amended FLA out of 
PG&E’s deference to the potential concerns of NID and PCWA, and that PG&E’s own 
concern was over details of a potential measure, not over impacts to power generation.  
At the July 17 meeting, representatives from at least two resource agencies expressed a 
similar understanding.   

 
PG&E’s Amended FLA promised a discussion of block flows “with Interested 

Relicensing participants,” but PG&E hardened its opposition before any re-engagement 
with the Network on the issue whatsoever.  Not only did PG&E not discuss the issue with 
the Network, it chose instead to aggressively lobby the agencies to drop consideration of 
the measure altogether. 

 
To the Network’s knowledge, NID has not yet taken a position with the agencies 

on block flows for the Middle Yuba or the South Yuba rivers.  NID has directly promised 
                                                             

51 Yuba-Bear Amended FLA, p. App. E3-44.  
52 Ibid, p. App. 3-45. 
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to confer with the Network and with the agencies once NID has analyzed the measures.  
However, NID does not seem to have devoted substantial resources to the analysis, or to 
have made substantial progress in completing that analysis.  The Network does not 
appreciate being pushed to the back of the line so that the licensee can conclude its 
conversations with the agencies, and otherwise meet its own deadlines.  However, the 
Network appreciates the fact that NID’s behavior in regard to block flows has until 
recently been qualitatively more straightforward and transparent than PG&E’s.  Such 
behavior facilitates a more open and mature conversation that is more likely to achieve 
consensus on critical issues. 

 
C.  Block Flows for the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers will increase 
compliance with the Basin Plan at a cost that appropriately balances 
beneficial uses. 
 
1.  The Final License Applications concede that water temperatures in the 
Middle Yuba and South Yuba rivers are adverse impacts that fail to comply 
with the Basin Plan, but misrepresent the impacts as indirect and 
unavoidable.  
 
In the joint Section E of the Final License Applications for both projects, the 

licensees list the effects on water temperature in the Middle Yuba River and the South 
Yuba River as the principal, almost exclusive, “Unavoidable Adverse Impacts” of 
relicensing the projects: 

 
With regards to the Basin Plan Water Temperature criteria, under existing 

conditions, the criterion is not met in the lower Middle Yuba River, an din [sic] a 
few other locations. NID’s Proposed Project includes increased minimum flow 
releases which will extend the cool water, but the lower portions of the reaches 
will still not meet the criteria. This is considered an indirect, minor effect since 
the criteria would not be met even if the Project was not in place.53 

   
With regards to the Basin Plan Water Temperature criteria, under existing 

conditions, the criterion is not met in the lower South Yuba River; however, the 
Basin Plan criteria would not be met in the unimpaired condition. PG&E’s 
Proposed Project includes increased minimum flow releases from Spaulding Dam, 
which in combination with releases by NID, will extend the cool water, but the 
lower portion of the river will still not meet the criterion. This is considered an 
indirect, minor effect because the criterion would not be met even if the Project 
was not in place.54 
 
Licensees are correct to single out Middle Yuba River and South Yuba River 

water temperatures as being qualitatively more adverse under NEPA than virtually any 

                                                             

53 See Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding FLA’s joint section E, 20110412-5005, p. E6.2-165 
54 Ibid.  
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other project effects.  The Network finds little else to agree with in these paragraphs, as 
follows: 

 
• Contrary to licensees’ assertions, the impacts are avoidable, at least for five 

to eight additional miles of these rivers. 
• Licensees use the incorrect baseline for analysis, which under NEPA is 

existing conditions.   
• Licensees misrepresent the impacts because they compare water temperature 

conditions to the unimpaired flow, which assumes a Pre-Project baseline.   
• Licensees also understate the impacts as “indirect” and “minor” because they 

compare the condition to a No Project baseline. 
• One variant of the incorrect No Project baseline (which licensees say makes 

the impacts “indirect” and “minor”) is a hypothetical water-supply-only 
scenario: “these storages and diversions are primarily related to delivery of 
consumptive water, and would occur with or without the Project.”55  
Licensees attribute no apparent meaning to the fact that deliveries for water 
supply are made through project facilities and generate power before they 
are diverted for consumptive purposes.   

 
The Central Valley Basin Plan does not contain a numeric standard that defines 

cold freshwater habitat.  However, on the Rock Creek – Cresta Project on the nearby 
North Fork Feather River, 20°C is denoted as a temperature threshold in the project 
license and in the Settlement Agreement signed by PG&E; once mean daily water 
temperatures exceed 20°C for more than three days, PG&E is required to release 
additional water to cool the river to protect native rainbow trout.   

 
While the South Yuba River, which is listed as thermally impaired under Section 

303d of the Clean Water Act, is designated as coldwater habitat downstream to 
Englebright Reservoir, the Basin Plan does not define how far downstream it must remain 
cold.  Modeling demonstrates that deployment of approximately 1% of the average of 
320,000 acre-feet water annually exported from the South Yuba watershed by the 
projects, i.e. 2,500 acre-feet annually over and above the flows already agreed to by 
PG&E, will reliably keep the average daily temperature of the river at less than 20°C 
downstream to Poorman Creek.  

 
Similarly, modeling demonstrates that 2,500 acre-feet of water per year, managed 

real-time for water temperature, can maintain the water temperature of the Middle Yuba 
River at less than 20°C downstream of Wolf Creek.  

 
Water temperature modeling shows that the Projects cannot reliably maintain cold 

freshwater habitat in the South Yuba River downstream to Englebright Reservoir, or in 
the Middle Yuba River downstream to Our House Dam.  Licensees, however, 
hyperbolically overstate the problem as “unavoidable,” in order to avoid acknowledging 

                                                             

55 Ibid. 
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where they can in fact reasonably maintain cold freshwater habitat, and in order to avoid 
measures that would require them to maintain such habitat.  

 
2.  Block flows on the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers are a high value, 
low cost means of cooling these rivers that balances beneficial uses. 
 
The Network’s block flow proposals will improve the habitat for aquatic species 

in the South and Middle Yuba rivers by cooling water temperature in the summer at a low 
water cost to licensees. 

 
a. FWN’s Proposed Measure for South Yuba Block Flows56 
 
a. FWN’s Proposed Measure for South Yuba Block Flows57 
 

South Yuba River - Supplemental Flow Release for Water Temperature Management 
 

The licensee shall be required to release additional water into South Yuba River 
below Spaulding Reservoir Dam annually between June 15 and September 15 in CD, 
Dry, BN, AN, and Wet water year types for the purpose of temperature control as 
follows.  The Block of Water available for this purpose shall not exceed 2,500 acre-feet 
annually. The Block of Water specified shall be the total amount of additional water 
available for release in the specified time periods. The Block of Water shall be made 
available concurrent with implementation of the new minimum streamflows and through 
the remainder of the license term.   
 

The objective of the Block of Water is to maintain mean daily water temperatures 
at less than 19ºC in the South Yuba River below Spaulding Reservoir Dam as measured 
immediately upstream of Canyon Creek, and also to proactively release additional water 
from the Block of Water should a heat storm be predicted.   
 

Real time telemetered temperature monitor in South Yuba River immediately upstream of 
Canyon Creek, and additional temp monitoring immediately upstream of Poorman Creek 
 

During the first month of June after license issuance, licensee shall install a real 
time, telemetered temperature monitor in the South Yuba River immediately upstream of 
Canyon Creek.  Additionally, the licensee shall install a temperature logger during June – 
September immediately upstream of Poorman Creek. This data does not need to be real 

                                                             

56 FWN contributed to the development of this measure.  The California Department of Fish and Game 
developed the final language.  This language is identical to the language submitted by DFG in its FPA 
Section 10(j) recommendations.  Please see DFG’s technical rationale for this measure. Overall, FWN 
believes that DFG’s language for the Middle Yuba River would establish a better measure; however, we 
understand that there was some effort made to align language between agencies on the South Yuba River.  
57 FWN contributed to the development of this measure.  The California Department of Fish and Game 
developed the final language.  This language is identical to the language submitted by DFG in its FPA 
Section 10(j) recommendations.  Please see DFG’s technical rationale for this measure.  
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time or telemetered, but should be downloaded monthly during the months of July and 
September.  
 
Mean Daily Water Temperature Greater than 19°C 
 

In the second half of June, in July and August, and in the first half of September 
in all water year types (except EC water years), the licensee shall promptly, but not later 
than within 1 business day, notify SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS if the average daily 
water temperature in the South Yuba River immediately upstream of Canyon Creek 
exceeds 19°C.  In such event, the licensee shall release from Spaulding Dam up to a total 
of 60 cfs, as necessary to reduce the average daily water temperature above Canyon 
Creek at RM 32.5 to 19°C or less. Licensee shall initially increase the flow by 10 cfs with 
additional increases made in 5 to 10 cfs increments spaced no less than 8 hours apart.  
Licensee shall maintain this flow until the mean daily water temperature in South Yuba 
River immediately upstream of Canyon Creek drops to 19°C.  If after three days, the 
mean daily temperature is still greater than 19°C, licensee shall consult with SWRCB, 
CDFG, BLM, and FS to determine (1) whether the flow should be continued, (2) whether 
the flow should be increased to achieve the water temperature objective described above, 
and (3) the rate at which flows should be adjusted, either to increase or to return to the 
minimum streamflow if the water temperature objective has been achieved. Once a daily 
average water temperature of 19°C or less is achieved above Canyon Creek at RM 32.5, 
licensee may begin to decrease the supplemental flow release to the required minimum 
streamflow consistent with attempting to maintain an average daily water temperature of 
19°C or less. 
 
Extreme Heat Events 
 

To address extreme heat events, between June 15 and September 15th in all water 
year types, the licensee will review the weather forecast for Blue Canyon by noon each 
Monday and Thursday.  The licensee will provide an electronic copy of the weather 
forecast to SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS.  If maximum air temperatures of greater than 
32°C 58 (90°F) are forecast to occur for 2 or more days during the next 7-day period, 
licensee shall release from Spaulding Dam up to a total of 60 cfs, as necessary to reduce 
the average daily water temperature above Canyon Creek at RM 32.5 to 19°C or less. 
Licensee shall initially increase the flow by 10 cfs with additional increases made in 5 to 
10 cfs increments spaced no less than 8 hours apart. During this 3-day period (business 
days), the licensee shall consult with SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS to determine (1) 
whether the flow should be continued, (2) whether the flow should be adjusted to achieve 
the water temperature objective described above, and (3) the rate at which flows should 
be adjusted, whether to increase, or to decrease, or to return to the minimum streamflow 
if the water temperature objective has been achieved. Once a daily average water 
temperature of 19°C or less is achieved above Canyon Creek at RM 32.5, licensee may 

                                                             

58 The 32ºC temperature indicator may be adjusted based on monitoring during the first 5 years after license 
issuance to more accurately reflect the air temperature at which the mean daily water temperature in the 
South Yuba River immediately upstream of Canyon Creek is expected to rise above 19ºC. 
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begin to decrease the supplemental flow release to the required minimum streamflow 
consistent with attempting to maintain an average daily water temperature of 19°C or 
less. 
 
South Yuba River Water Temperature Operations Group 
 

Within three months of license issuance, the licensee shall form an Operations 
Group that consists, at minimum, of FS, licensee, NID, CDFG, SWRCB, BLM and 2 
NGOs.  The Operations Group will be responsible for providing recommendations, based 
on monitoring, for modifications to the block flow release schedule if warranted by 
current information.  The Operations Group will schedule regular phone conferences 
during the year as necessary for real-time operations, and meet at least once annually in 
May to discuss and review information related to anticipated project operations and 
biological issues for the coming year. 
 
Five Year Status Report and Recommendations 
 

Five years after license issuance, Licensee shall consult with the Operations 
Group and prepare a report that describes the five-year history of the data collected 
during water temperature management of the South Yuba River and recommend any 
modifications to procedures and requirements described in this measure.  After approval 
by FS, CDFG, SWRCB, and BLM, licensee shall file this report with FERC.   
  

b. FWN’s Proposed Measure for Middle Yuba Block Flows59 
 

Middle Yuba River - Supplemental Flow Release for Water Temperature Management 
 

The licensee shall be required to release additional water into Middle Yuba River 
below Milton Diversion Dam annually between June 15 and September 15 in all water 
year types for the purpose of temperature control as follows.  The Block of Water 
available for this purpose shall not exceed 2,500 acre-feet annually.  The Block of Water 
specified shall be the total amount of additional water available for release in the 
specified time period.  The Block of Water shall be made available concurrent with 
implementation of the initial minimum streamflows and through the remainder of the 
license term.   

 
The objective of the is to maintain average daily water temperatures of 19°C or 

less in the Middle Yuba River below Milton Diversion Dam as measured immediately 
upstream of Wolf Creek at RM 26.9 and to proactively release additional water should a 
heat storm be predicted.  

 

                                                             

59 FWN contributed to the development of this measure.  The California Department of Fish and Game 
developed the final language.  This language is identical to the language submitted by DFG in its FPA 
Section 10(j) recommendations.  Please see DFG’s technical rationale for this measure.  
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Real time telemetered temperature monitor in Middle Yuba River immediately upstream 
of Wolf Creek, and additional temp monitoring at National Gulch 
 

During the first month of June after license issuance, licensee shall install a real 
time, telemetered temperature monitor in the Middle Yuba River immediately upstream 
of Wolf Creek.  Additionally, the licensee shall install a temperature logger during June – 
August at National Gulch. This data does not need to be real time or telemetered, but 
should be downloaded monthly during the months of July and August.  

 
Mean Daily Water Temperature Greater than 19°C 
 

In the second half of June, in July and August, and in the first half of September 
in all water year types, the licensee shall promptly, but not later than within 1 business 
day, notify SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS if the average daily water temperature in the 
Middle Yuba River immediately upstream of Wolf Creek exceeds 19°C.  In such event, 
the licensee shall release from Milton Diversion Dam up to a total of 30 cfs, as necessary 
to reduce the average daily water temperature above Wolf Creek at RM 26.9 to 19°C or 
less. Licensee shall initially increase the flow by 10 cfs with additional increases made in 
5 to 10 cfs increments spaced no less than 8 hours apart.  Licensee shall maintain this 
flow until the mean daily water temperature in Middle Yuba River immediately upstream 
of Wolf Creek drops to 19°C.  If after three days, the mean daily temperature is still 
greater than 19°C, licensee shall consult with SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS to 
determine (1) whether the flow should be continued, (2) whether the flow should be 
increased to achieve the water temperature objective described above, and (3) the rate at 
which flows should be adjusted, either to increase or to return to the minimum 
streamflow if the water temperature objective has been achieved. Once a daily average 
water temperature of 19°C or less is achieved above Wolf Creek at RM 26.9, licensee 
may begin to decrease the supplemental flow release to the required minimum 
streamflow consistent with attempting to maintain an average daily water temperature of 
19C or less.   

 
Extreme Heat Events 
 

To address extreme heat events, between June 15 and September 15th in all water 
year types, the licensee will review the weather forecast for Blue Canyon by noon each 
Monday and Thursday.  The licensee will provide an electronic copy of the weather 
forecast to SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS.  If maximum air temperatures of greater than 
32°C 60  (90°F) are forecast to occur for 2 or more days during the next 7-day period, 
licensee shall release from Milton Diversion Dam up to a total of 30 cfs, as necessary to 
reduce the average daily water temperature above Wolf Creek at RM 26.9 to 19°C or 
less. Licensee shall initially increase the flow by 10 cfs with additional increases made in 

                                                             

60 The 32ºC temperature indicator may be adjusted based on monitoring during the first 5 years after license 
issuance to more accurately reflect the air temperature at which the mean daily water temperature in the 
Middle Yuba River immediately upstream of Wolf Creek is expected to rise above 19ºC. [This footnote is 
in DFG’s measure].  
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5 to 10 cfs increments spaced no less than 8 hours apart. During this 3-day period 
(business days), the licensee shall consult with SWRCB, CDFG, BLM, and FS to 
determine (1) whether the flow should be continued, (2) whether the flow should be 
adjusted to achieve the water temperature objective described above, and (3) the rate at 
which flows should be adjusted, whether to increase, or to decrease, or to return to the 
minimum streamflow if the water temperature objective has been achieved. Once a daily 
average water temperature of 19°C or less is achieved above Wolf Creek at RM 26.9, 
licensee may begin to decrease the supplemental flow release to the required minimum 
streamflow consistent with attempting to maintain an average daily water temperature of 
19°C or less.  

 
Middle Yuba River Water Temperature Operations Group 
 

Within three months of license issuance, the licensee shall form an Operations 
Group that consists, at minimum, of FS, licensee, PG&E, CDFG, SWRCB, BLM and 2 
NGOs.  The Operations Group will be responsible for providing recommendations, based 
on monitoring, for modifications to the block flow release schedule if warranted by 
current information.  The Operations Group will schedule regular phone conferences 
during the year as necessary for real-time operations, and meet at least once annually in 
May to discuss and review information related to anticipated project operations and 
biological issues for the coming year. 

 
Five Year Status Report and Recommendations 
 

Five years after license issuance, Licensee shall consult with the Operations 
Group and prepare a report that describes the five-year history of the data collected 
during water temperature management of the Middle Yuba River and recommend any 
modifications to procedures and requirements described in this measure.  After approval 
by FS, CDFG, SWRCB, and BLM, licensee shall file this report with FERC.   

 
c. Additional rationale for South Yuba River and Middle Yuba River block 
flows 
 
The FPA requires that the Commission only approve a project that it determines 

will be in the public interest.   Such a determination requires an analysis of issues 
relevant to the public interest including power demand and supply, alternate sources of 
power, the preservation of anadromous fish for commercial and recreational purposes, 
and the protection of wildlife, among others.   Inclusion of FWN’s block flow proposals 
in the Projects’ licenses will benefit many different issues of relevance to the 
Commission’s public interest determination, at minimal cost to the licensees and other 
interested parties. 
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i. An improved fishery in the South Yuba River will provide economic and 
tourist benefits to the town of Washington and Nevada County. 
 
Fishing is big business on many California rivers and streams.  By enjoying just 

one day on the water, men, women and children across California pump billions of 
dollars into the local economies.61  Unfortunately, at present, this is not happening on the 
South Yuba River.  Although there is a small native trout fishery, its population is 
severely limited by low flows and high water temperatures resulting from PG&E and 
NID’s operations upstream. 

 
The town of Washington lies on the south side on the South Yuba River at River 

Mile 29, and includes several dozen homes, a hotel, a store and two commercial 
campgrounds. Occupied since 1850, this historic mining town is the only development 
along the entire South Yuba River below Spaulding Dam. The town is reached by paved 
road from Highway 20, 7 miles to the south, and by dirt roads from the north.  

 
Under the Water Security, Clean Drinking Water, Coastal and Beach Protection 

Act of 2002, Washington is listed as a “severely disadvantaged community,” because it 
has a median household income less than 60 percent of the statewide average. Since the 
demise of mining and logging as major local industries, Washington has supported very 
little economic activity.  At present, recreational hikers, campers and swimmers provide 
the bulk of the town’s income, but fishermen are conspicuously absent from the river. 
Adding a healthy fishery to this area will increase jobs and strengthen the existing 
businesses that cater to river visitors. 

 
The city of Nevada City and the city of Grass Valley are both listed as 

“disadvantaged communities” under the Water Security, Clean Drinking Water, Coastal 
and Beach Protection Act of 2002, with a median household income less than 80 percent 
of the statewide average. These small cities, previously reliant on a mining and logging 
economy, are both within a half hour drive from the South Yuba River. They also rely 
heavily on tourists to support local economies.  A recent study showed that visitors and 
tourists accounted for as much as 25 per cent of sales at Grass Valley and Nevada City 
food and drug stores and service stations. 

 
In Washington, visitors swell the population to 800 to 1000 people daily during 

the summer months.  Establishing the river as a trout fishing destination would increase 
the appeal for the campgrounds, hotels and day-use areas that thrive on tourism and river-
related recreation.  If the South Yuba River supported serious trout fishing, Washington 
could aggressively seek to attract anglers to the river.  Campgrounds and hotels would 
                                                             

61 According to the figures from the 2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated 
Recreation published by the US. Fish and Wildlife Service, all fishing-related expenditures in California in 
2006 totaled $2.4 billion. Trip related expenditures, including food and lodging, transportation and other 
trip expenses, totaled $1.2 billion. Expenditures for food and lodging were $410 million. Other trip 
expenses, such as equipment rental, bait and cooking fuel totaled $502 million. Each angler spent an 
average $696 on trip-related costs during 2006. The survey states that 1,730,000 California residents and 
152,000 nonresidents were active anglers in California in 2006. 
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feature trout fishing on their websites and include fishing on their activities lists, 
particularly for the summer period, after seasonal whitewater boating has ended.  The 
store would sell tackle and provisions.  Potentially, lessons and guides could enhance the 
fishing experience in Washington. 

 
The South Yuba River is one of the most significant attractions in Nevada 

County.  A healthy fishery would be an economic boon to the County and in particular to 
the town of Washington.  

 
ii. The benefit of water temperature management is great, and the costs are 
low. 
 
The licensees used the operations model to evaluate an “All-in” model run in 

June, 2012.  This model run included “agency minimum flows,” spill cessation measures, 
Bureau of Reclamation demands for January to May releases to Folsom Reservoir from 
Newcastle Powerhouse, and block flows of 2,500 acre-feet per year for the South Yuba 
River and 4,000 acre-feet per year for the Middle Yuba River.62  For modeling purposes, 
this model run assumed that all of the block water would be used each year.   

 
The differential in this model run with and without block flows is not evident 

from written material that is presented on the relicensing website.  However, the licensees 
performed sensitivity analyses that obtained this information.  In the above-referenced 
July 5, 2012 e-mail from PG&E to the Forest Service, PG&E cites the differential for the 
South Yuba as .7% generation for the Drum-Spaulding Project.  Licensees have not 
shared with the Network written modeling output data that clearly demonstrates the 
specific effects of its block flow interest; it is assumed that impacts to the Yuba-Bear 
Project are roughly identical.  The Network  also assumes that impacts to both projects 
from Middle Yuba River block flows are roughly equivalent to impacts from South Yuba 
River block flows, assuming equal amounts of water available for block flows in each 
river.  

 
The Commission should note that the modeling of block flows performed by the 

licensees assumed the complete use of annual block flow quantities.  However, maximum 
water quantities allowed for block flows will not be used each year, especially for the 
Middle Yuba River, and therefore the Commission should treat licensees’ evaluation as a 
bookend maximum potential impact, not the actual impact.  

 
The Commission should also note that the “All-in” run, including 6,500 acre-feet 

fully used every year for block flows, shows very little impact to existing levels of water 
supply delivery.63  

                                                             

62 RP043012-EBFSC, revision June 4, 2012.  
63 Note that this model run included a 6,500 acre-feet per year hard demand to meet the block flow 
requirement.  This is 1,500 acre-feet per year greater than the maximum “bookend” demand that FWN and 
CDFG are now proposing as the block of water available for both the South Yuba River and Middle Yuba 
River. 
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The Projects together export an annual average of 425,000 acre-feet out of the 

Yuba River watershed.  This is an extraordinary level of export for a California 
hydroelectric project.  Current minimum instream flows in the South Yuba River, Middle 
Yuba River and Canyon Creek are extraordinarily low.  Generation loss comparisons 
between relicensing these projects and relicensing other projects are therefore, in 
significant measure, apples and oranges comparisons.  

 
A 1% reduction in water exports from the Yuba watershed buys 10-15 miles of 

additional coldwater fisheries habitat.  That’s a bargain.  A 1% reduction in water exports 
from the Yuba watershed qualitatively changes compliance with the Basin Plan.  That’s a 
bargain.   
 

The block flows proposed by the Network and CDFG are a cost-efficient solution 
that dramatically improves coldwater fishery beneficial uses.  The Commission should 
require block flows as proposed by the network and the CDFG on the South Yuba and 
Middle Yuba rivers.  

 
II. The Commission should require PG&E to provide a year-round minimum 
instream flow in Auburn Ravine that protects anadromous as well as 
resident fishery resources. 
 
PG&E’s Proposed Measure DS-AQR5 proposes to provide a minimum instream 

flow in Auburn Ravine downstream of Wise Powerhouse.  It proposes to provide this 
instream flow “for the narrow and focused purpose of enhancing the habitat for resident 
rainbow trout immediately below South Canal.”64  Accordingly, PG&E has proposed a 
minimum flow that meets some habitat needs of trout in this stream reach, but that does 
not meet habitat needs for trout and steelhead in sections of Auburn Ravine further 
downstream.  Moreover, PG&E proposes to provide no instream flow in Auburn Ravine 
during outage periods, most notably its annual fall outage of about three weeks duration.  

 
The Network appreciates the fact that PG&E has accepted some responsibility for 

the effects of its deliveries of water through project facilities; for the first four years of 
relicensing, PG&E denied responsibility entirely.  PG&E went through multiple iterations 
of Western Placer County Streams technical reports to restate its non-responsibility, and 
to add copious detail about the other water deliveries and general water use in Auburn 
Ravine.   

 
From the beginning of the relicensing, the Network has been clear in its advocacy 

relating to Auburn Ravine65 as follows: 
 
1) Approximately 80% of the water that flows in Auburn Ravine on an average 

annual basis is delivered through PG&E’s project facilities. “Effectively, the Drum-
                                                             

64 DS Amended FLA, p. App. E7-44. 
65 See FWN comments on the Initial Study Report, eLibrary 2010513-5066,  pp. 6-15 
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Spaulding Project operates in Auburn Ravine as a faucet, not a drain. The impact comes 
when the faucet attracts fish and creates habitat, and then is turned off.” 66 

2) Regardless of the immediate or overriding motivation for operational decisions, 
the effects that result from the operation of project facilities are by definition project 
effects.  

3) Under the comprehensive planning requirement of the Federal Power Act, 
PG&E is required to mitigate the effects of its operations both for power and non-power 
purposes. 67   

4) While PG&E is not able to guarantee that other water users downstream will 
not divert the required minimum instream flow in Auburn Ravine, PG&E can provide the 
water at its point of delivery and take reasonable measures to assure that the minimum 
flow is not diverted. 

5) A minimum flow is needed in Auburn Ravine at all times, including and 
perhaps most critically during periods of canal outage.  The Network recognizes that 
during irrigation season there is usually sufficient water in Auburn Ravine so that an 
additional minimum flow is not necessary.  

 
PG&E has sought to understate the effects of its operations by contending that 

most of the water it delivers to Auburn Ravine is for water supply purposes.  As a general 
matter, PG&E stated in its 2011 Final License Application: 

 
Drum-Spaulding Project dams will continue to truncate high flows and augment 
low summertime flows, which will affect water quantity. However, these storages 
and diversions are primarily related to delivery of consumptive water, and would 
occur with or without the Project because PCWA and NID (and others) have 
stated that the facilities are necessary to meet water supply demands now and into 
the future.68 

 
In the context of both study and mitigation, PG&E has attempted to re-define 

what constitutes a direct project effect by arguing that the Commission’s jurisdiction can 
only address project operations for power generation. This position is not supported by 
the facts or applicable law. The speculative disassociation of power and water supply 
functions incorrectly states the baseline under NEPA: the baseline is existing conditions. 
The project facilities that deliver water to Auburn Ravine are project facilities that were 
specifically designed to meet multiple purposes, and they will remain project facilities 
unless the Project is decommissioned. 

 
PG&E’s effort to truncate the length of Auburn Ravine over which it must 

mitigate project effects is equally deficient.  PG&E does not deny that deliveries of water 
to Auburn Ravine through its facilities create a transformed ecosystem that attracts 
anadromous salmonids, both steelhead and Chinook salmon, into Auburn Ravine.  

                                                             

66 Ibid, p.13. 
67 See also Conservation Groups’ petition for Declaratory Relief in the P-2179 Docket, eLibrary 20120601-
5053, pp. 18-24 and 34-37. 
68 See Drum-Spaulding FLA, 20110412-5005, p. E6.2-165. 
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Instead, PG&E claims that it is not responsible for this outcome, because the deliveries 
are scheduled to meet non-power purposes.  As noted above, the position that the 
Commission can only address project effects from power generation operations is not 
supported by facts or the law.  The Drum-Spaulding Project affects the entire length of 
Auburn Ravine and the anadromous fish that reside there, including the ESA-listed 
Central Valley steelhead.  Therefore, minimum instream flows for Auburn Ravine must 
be adequate to protect anadromous species as seasonally needed, including during the 
outage period.  In addition, a Biological Opinion by the National Marine Fisheries 
Service is needed for the effects of the operation of the Drum-Spaulding Project on 
Auburn Ravine.  

 
As FWN noted in its comments on the Initial Study Report, there are a number of 

ways that PG&E could enter into contractual relationships with NID, PCWA, or both, 
that would allow provision of water to Auburn Ravine during seasonal and emergency 
outages.69   The fact of entering into the contract would be the license requirement.  In 
comments on the ISR, FWN suggested that this in fact could be required under standard 
License Condition 5.70 

 
PG&E seems fully able to propose a measure to address joint responsibility with 

NID to meet PG&E’s own needs.  The rationale for PG&E’s measure DS-AQR6 states:  
 

PG&E does not control NID’s flow release at Rollins Dam and therefore 
PG&E cannot have a minimum flow requirement below Rollins Dam in its Drum-
Spaulding Project license. However, historically the two licensees have 
successfully coordinated operations to facilitate NID’s minimum flow compliance 
at NID’s YB-196 gage. 

 
PG&E’s compliance with this measure will be the act of not diverting 

water to the Bear River Canal that Licensee of the Yuba-Bear Project releases 
from Rollins Reservoir to meet its minimum streamflows in the Bear River below 
Rollins. PG&E’s compliance will be calculated utilizing data from NID’s YB-196 
gage in Bear River and PG&E’s YB-50 gage in Bear River Canal, and the 
coordinated operations flow forecasts for water that NID will provide at YB-196 
and for water that PG&E will divert to the Bear River Canal. Consistent with 
historic and current operations, under its new license PG&E and NID will 
continue to coordinate operations to facilitate NID’s minimum flow compliance 
below Rollins at YB-196.71 
 
PG&E also already coordinates its Wise Powerhouse operation with NID’s water 

supply operations in Auburn Ravine.  There is no reason these entities cannot coordinate 
to achieve environmental protection in Auburn Ravine, just as PG&E proposes to do in 
the Bear River below Rollins Reservoir.  

                                                             

69 See FWN comments on the Initial Study Report, ibid, pp. 14-15.  
70 Ibid, p. 14.  
71 See Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA, pp. App. E7-44 and App. E7-45. 
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During negotiations over the last several years, the Network has stated that its 

interest was in provision of a flow in Auburn Ravine sufficient to protect anadromous as 
well as resident fish.  Rearing and spawning habitat exist upstream of the city of Lincoln; 
minimum flow requirements must support habitat at least that far downstream.  In recent 
discussions, the Network was clear with PG&E that, while some flow was better than no 
flow, the flows now proposed in DSAQR-5 are not sufficient to protect Auburn Ravine 
fisheries.  The Network also stated that if PG&E or other parties were to bring forward an 
executed, enforceable agreement to provide an adequate minimum instream flow to 
Auburn Ravine, prior to the completion of the Commission’s EIS, we would support it.  
However, to date such an agreement has not been executed.  

 
Therefore, the Network recommends that the Commission require a minimum 

instream flow in Auburn Ravine downstream of South Canal, as follows:   
 

PG&E shall provide an interim year-round minimum instream flow 
release of 10 cfs plus buffer, to be measured downstream of the point where South 
Canal crosses Auburn Ravine.  In March and April of Above Normal years, the 
minimum flow shall be 13 cfs; in March and April of Wet years, the minimum 
flow shall be 18 cfs. This interim requirement shall be subject to upward revision 
conditioned on the outcome of the Department of Fish & Game’s instream flow 
study on Auburn Ravine currently underway, and conditioned on the 
determination of the forthcoming Biological Opinion for Central Valley steelhead 
for the Drum-Spaulding relicensing. 

 
Further, PG&E shall be required as a license condition to enter into a 

contract with Nevada Irrigation District and/or Placer County Water Agency to 
provide the minimum instream flow in Auburn Ravine during periods of outage of 
any portion of the Drum-Spaulding system between the upper end of the Bear 
River Canal and a delivery point of water into Auburn Ravine downstream of 
Wise Powerhouse, such that PG&E cannot independently deliver the minimum 
instream flow.  The existence of such a contract that assures such delivery of the 
minimum instream flow to Auburn Ravine shall become a condition of the use of 
Drum-Spaulding project facilities for delivery of consumptive water to both NID 
and PCWA.   

 
III. The Commission should include PG&E’s proposal to remediate the 
outlet works at Spaulding Dam as a license condition for the Drum-
Spaulding Project.  
 
The greatly limited functionality of the 90 year-old outlet works at Spaulding 

Dam has reduced the magnitude of instream flow that PG&E is reliably able provide to 
the South Yuba River downstream.  At present, the licensee has added an extension on 
the outlet pipe that limits the flow release to 16 cfs, even though the original release 
capacity was 200 cfs or greater.  In its Amended FLA, PG&E proposes to: “Modify Lake 
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Spaulding Dam low-level outlet to release a minimum streamflow of 90 cfs; add control 
valves; improve gage YB-29; modify and improve control systems.”72  

 
The Network strongly supports this critical remediation, and recognizes that this 

will require major construction.  We are hopeful that “improve control systems” means 
that PG&E will be able to remotely operate the outlet works, and we recommend that the 
Commission require PG&E to include this capability as part of this project.  

 
The Network is concerned that severe drawdown of Spaulding Dam during 

construction may be required, and that aquatic resources might be affected under such 
circumstances.  In its Amended FLA, PG&E states: “During the period before facility 
modifications or construction are completed, and starting within 90 days after license 
issuance, Licensee shall make a good faith effort to provide the specified Minimum 
Streamflows within the reasonable capabilities of the existing facilities.”73  We have 
further concerns about the licensee’s interpretation of  “reasonable capabilities” to 
provide the required minimum flow and proposed block flow both before and during the 
construction period.  The Network suggests that under most circumstances, PG&E should 
be able to provide the new license’s required instream flow and block flow by releasing 
part of the required flow through the side gate on the South Yuba Canal, just below 
Spaulding #2 Powerhouse.  PG&E has made clear that use of the side gate is not an 
acceptable long-term means of providing flow downstream of Spaulding Dam, and to its 
credit is refurbishing infrastructure so that it can provide instream flow using facilities in 
which PG&E has confidence.  However, as an interim means of providing instream flow, 
FWN believes that the side gate below Spaulding #2 Powerhouse provides “reasonable 
capability” to provide required flow to the South Yuba River.  

 
PG&E will need to engage in substantive consultation with the agencies and with 

other affected stakeholders prior to and during this major construction project.  Concerns 
about the ability to provide required streamflows and to address other contingencies 
arising from permitting and construction further support the need for the creation of an 
Ecological Committee to work with the licensees of both projects to implement the new 
licenses.   

 
IV.  The spill cessation measures proposed by Licensees will protect aquatic 
resources in the South Yuba River, Middle Yuba River and Canyon Creek.  
 
A. Overview 
 
The spill cessation measures contained in PG&E’s and NID’s amended license 

applications will address important resource impacts that are caused by current project 
operations.  

 

                                                             

72 See Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA, p. A-75, Table 3.1-1. 
73 See Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA, p. App. E7-8. 
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Under current conditions, licensees’ restrictions on how quickly they can reduce 
flows from spill conditions to required minimum instream flows are measured in hours, if 
at all.  Therefore, licensees are permitted to drop flows dramatically once they “gain 
control” or mostly gain control of a reservoir. Thus, for example, the flows downstream 
of Spaulding Reservoir dropped from 1000 cfs to double digits between July 9 and July 
12, 2011, as shown below. 

 

 
 
 
 
Similarly, flows below Milton Diversion dropped from 900 cfs to 200 cfs in a few 

hours on June 17, 2011, as shown below.  
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The spill cessation measures require the licensees to manage the reduction in flow 

coming off of late spring and early summer spills in the Middle Yuba River, Canyon 
Creek and the South Yuba River. The duration of rampdown from a specified spill flow 
magnitude on each stream will be approximately three weeks.   

 
B. Development of an approach to spill cessation requirements 
 
In 2006, American Whitewater (AW) and the California Sportfishing Protection 

Alliance (CSPA) became extremely concerned when they observed the impacts to FYLF 
when flows downstream of a hydroelectric dam receded too quickly following a high 
magnitude spill event. On the Poe Project (FERC #2107) on North Fork Feather River, 
monitoring showed that 46 of 89 FYLF egg masses identified during surveys were 
desiccated when project flows dropped from 2,000 cfs to less than 200 cfs in less than 2 
days. 

 
Since that time, AW in particular, working with academic and agency experts, has 

gathered scientific evidence and developed a conceptual model of flow changes that are 
protective of a variety of aquatic resources, particularly FYLF, during the spring 
snowmelt recession period.   

 
In the Network’s August 11, 2008, comments on scoping and the Pre-Application 

Documents for the Yuba-Bear/Drum-Spaulding projects, we described the importance of 
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restoring the snowmelt hydrograph to river systems in Mediterranean climates.74  We 
highlighted the fact that while a considerable amount of time and expense is typically 
devoted to habitat modeling, this effort generally addresses steady-state flow conditions. 
Traditionally, little work has been done to analyze the effects of changing flows, and 
specifically how fast flows transition from spill events down to base flows.  

 
In recent years, however, studies have examined the connection between declines 

in FYLF populations and flows on regulated rivers.75  The magnitude of the drop in flow 
that led to the stranding event on the North Fork Feather in 2006 is extremely rare in 
unregulated rivers.  Working with researchers from University of California, Davis, 76 
AW was able to determine that natural rates of change during the spring snowmelt 
recession in unimpaired watersheds are very consistent. By analyzing unimpaired 
watersheds across California, AW found that recession rates on unimpaired streams vary 
between 5% and 8% per day.  In snowmelt-driven hydrologic systems, frogs and other 
aquatic organisms have cued into a very stable and consistent snowmelt recession rate, 
which occurs at a very biologically important time of the year.  By laying their eggs at a 
depth typically between 1 and 2 feet, FYLF create a high likelihood that their egg masses 
will make it through their 14 to 21 day incubation period without being dewatered by 
receding snowmelt flows.   

 
Unfortunately, in many regulated river systems, flows drop much faster than 8% 

per day or more than 1 foot over the three week incubation period necessary for FYLF 
egg masses. The Yuba system is no exception. For example, on the South Fork Yuba 
River, spill cessation flows have frequently dropped between 50% and 80% per day.  

 
FWN recommended in our comments on the Drum-Spaulding and Yuba-Bear 

Draft License Applications that the licensees adopt measures that provide a gradual 
rampdown over a three week period to mimic the spring snowmelt recession.77  In 
response, licensee PG&E declined: “the environmental benefits, if any, are unclear (given 
the inconsistent positive and negative results as applied to particular species, reaches and 
reservoirs) and the consequences (to power generation, water supply and reservoir levels) 
are severe.”78  NID also declined, citing a several issues, including the role of accretion 
and a number of operational constraints.79 

 
Between June 27 and June 30, 2011, another mass mortality of FYLF egg masses 

occurred on the Poe reach of the North Fork Feather River when flows dropped from 

                                                             

74 See FWN comments on PAD and SD1, eLibrary 20080811-5122, Appendix 1, Comments of American 
Whitewater on SD1, pp. 22-29.  
75 See Kupferberg, S. J., W. Palen, A. J. Lind, Bobzein, S., Catenazzi, A. Drennan, J., and Power, M. 2012. 
Population Declines, and Range-Wide Losses of California River-Breeding Frogs. Conservation Biology 
26: 513-524. See also Yarnell, S. M., Viers, J. H., and Mount, J. F. 2010. Ecology and Management of the 
Spring Snowmelt Recession. BioScience 60:114-127.  
76 Yarnell and others.  
77 See FWN comments on Draft License Applications, eLibrary 20110201-5027, pp. 32-40. 
78 See PG&E-NID Final License Application, eLibrary 20110412-5005 p. E6.3-345. 
79 See PG&E-NID Final License Application, eLibrary 20110412-5005 pp. E6.3-336 to 6.3-337. 
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over 2,000 cfs to 114 cfs. This event resulted in the stranding of almost the entire cohort 
of egg masses on the Poe reach for that year.  AW and CSPA filed a letter with FERC on 
July 29, 2011, describing the event, and recommending both immediate protocols to 
avoid such a drop and long-term measures to be included in the pending project license.  
Shortly after that letter was filed, PG&E began to review project operations throughout 
its entire system.  In addition, both PG&E and NID reconsidered their positions on spill 
cessation, and began working with amphibian experts from the Forest Service and others 
to develop spill cessation conditions for inclusion in their respective licenses. 

 
We believe that the spill cessation measures contained in the licensees’ Amended 

FLA’s will provide adequate protection for FYLF, and improve conditions for other 
aquatic biota.  These measures are described below.  
 

1. South Yuba River Spill Cessation, Proposed Measure DS-AQR1, Part 7  
 

Table 680 outlines the flow requirements of the spill cessation measure for the 
South Fork Yuba River.  These flows have an average recession rate of 8% over the 
entire 21-day cessation schedule, and flow changes on individual days are as high as 
25%.  These rates are at the upper end of what is typically experienced in unimpaired 
systems, and are at the upper end of what is acceptable for providing adequate protection 
to the FYLF.  This measure takes into account the operational constraints of the project 
and the need to provide a balance with power generation and water supply. 
 

2. Middle Yuba River Spill Cessation, Proposed Measure YB-AQR1, Part 7 
 

Table 481 outlines the flow requirements of the spill cessation measure for the 
Middle Yuba River.  These flows have an average recession rate of 8% over the entire 
22-day cessation schedule, and flow changes on individual days are as high as 33%.  
These rates are at the upper end of what is typically experienced in unimpaired systems, 
and are at the upper end of what is acceptable for providing adequate protection to the 
FYLF.  This measure takes into account the operational constraints of the project and the 
need to provide a balance with power generation and water supply. 
 

3. Canyon Creek Spill Cessation, Proposed Measure Page E3-23 YB-AQR1, 
Part 7 

 
Table 682 outlines the flow requirements of the spill cessation measure for Canyon 

Creek.  These flows have an average recession rate of 8% over the entire 21-day 
cessation schedule, and flow changes on individual days are as high as 23%.  These rates 
are at the upper end of what is typically experienced in unimpaired systems, and are at 
the upper end of what is acceptable for providing adequate protection to the FYLF.  This 
measure takes into account the operational constraints of the project and the need to 

                                                             

80 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. E7-24.  
81 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-23. 
82 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-23. 
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provide a balance with power generation and water supply. 
 
V. Proposed whitewater boating measures build on spill cessation 
requirements and take advantage of conveyance flows between project 
reservoirs.  

 
From the outset of this relicensing, the Network has taken the approach of 

integrating the needs of whitewater recreation with flows for aquatic resource protection 
and with project operations.  Experience on other project relicensings has led us to the 
conclusion that flows that restore the snowmelt recession limb will also meet our interest 
of improving whitewater recreation opportunities.  We believe that the spill cessation 
measures that have been negotiated with the licensees will both be protective of Foothill 
Yellow-Legged frogs and other biota and also provide improved whitewater recreation 
opportunities.  This integrated approach provides a far better outcome than providing 
discrete recreation flow events.  It is important for the Commission to recognize that the 
spill cessation flow measures contained in the Amended FLA’s will provide both 
benefits. 

  
On the project reaches where high altitude storage reservoirs provide conveyance 

flows between project reservoirs, the Network’s goal was to integrate whitewater 
recreation with other operations and other resource interests.  On Fordyce Creek and 
Canyon Creek below French Lake Reservoir, conveyance flows have the ability to 
provide whitewater recreation opportunities.  Shaping flows for whitewater recreation 
below Fordyce Dam and French Lake does not interfere with the primary storage purpose 
of these project reservoirs.  Improving boating opportunities simply requires setting the 
release levels within the boatable range and providing notification to the boating 
community as to when these flows will occur. 

  
We believe that our integrated approach has led to agreement and positive 

outcomes regarding whitewater recreation for both the Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding 
projects.  These measures are described below. 

 
A. Whitewater Recreation on the South Yuba River, Part of Proposed 

Measure DS-AQR1, Part 7  
 
The South Yuba River below Spaulding Reservoir is an outstanding whitewater resource. 
Within this 40-mile reach, there are six different popular whitewater boating runs: Yuba 
Gap, Golden Quartz, Washington to Edwards, Edwards to Purdon’s, Purdon’s to 
Highway 49, and Highway 49 to Bridgeport.  These runs range in difficulty from the 
Class V+ Yuba Gap run below Lang's Crossing to the easier Class III/IV Washington to 
Edwards and Edwards to Purdon’s runs. 
 

Current project operations have significantly reduced whitewater recreation 
opportunities on the South Yuba River.  These impacts have been the most dramatic on 
the uppermost reach: Yuba Gap below Lang's Crossing.  The Recreation Flow Study (TM 
8-1) states that the Yuba Gap reach below Lang's Crossing is boatable between 250 and 
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420 cfs, with an optimal flow of 300 cfs.  The hydrograph below shows a typical example 
of how boating opportunities are limited, even in years that Spaulding Dam spills.  In this 
example, flows decreased from 619 cfs to 130 cfs in one day, missing the entire boatable 
flow range.  The unregulated flow record shows that 6 days in the boatable flow range 
would have occurred during this same snowmelt recession period (see dotted line on 
graph below).  Even when flows do occur within the boatable range for several days, the 
unpredictable nature of these flows makes it difficult for paddlers to take advantage of 
these flow events. 
 

 
 

Table 5 of Measure DS-AQR1, Part 7 provides for whitewater boating flow 
releases, at a magnitude between 250 and 420 cfs, from Spaulding Dam in wet, above 
normal, and below normal years.83  This license condition will improve whitewater 
recreation opportunities by providing 6 consecutive whitewater boating days in wet water 
years, 4 consecutive days in above normal years, and 2 consecutive days in below normal 
years.  While this condition specifically targets flows on the Yuba Gap reach, this 
measure will improve boating opportunities throughout the 40-mile reach between 
Spaulding dam and Englebright reservoir.  

 
Whitewater releases from Spaulding Dam specifically target the Yuba Gap run for 

two reasons.  First, as outlined above, this reach is the most heavily impacted by project 
operations.  Second, attempting to manage releases from Spaulding Dam to meet a 
downstream target would be difficult because of accretion flows and releases from 
Bowman reservoir down Canyon Creek.  Nonetheless, the spill cessation measure for 
flows below 250 cfs contained in Table 6 of the same measure will also improve boating 
opportunities in the downstream reaches by providing a more gradual and predictable 
flow recession.  

 
 

                                                             

83 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. App. E7-24. PG&E’s Amended FLA includes boating flows as part of the 
spill cessation measure.  
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The measure requires that the licensee make a good faith effort to reduce flow 
fluctuations during spill events.  The language contained within this measure is designed 
to define the boundaries of acceptable flow fluctuation.  While the measure thus provides 
the licensee a flow range, our expectation is that the flows in Table 5 will start at the high 
end of the range, about 420 cfs, and gradually be reduced to 250 cfs.  Such a reduction 
would be optimal for both paddlers and the ecosystem.  If, on the contrary, flows were to 
fluctuate on a daily basis from 250 cfs to 420 cfs, it would present both recreational and 
aquatic concerns.84  The licensee asked for, and we agreed to, language that gives it 
significant latitude in the implementation of the spill cession and whitewater boating 
measures.  This latitude, which is memorialized in the last paragraph of the measure, is 
one of many reasons we recommend that the Commission establish a formal consultation 
role for NGO and agency intervenors in the Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding 
proceedings.  We do not believe that an annual meeting proposed by licensees is 
sufficient to allow review of the implementation of the spill cessation measures, and to 
provide recommendations on how to improve these measures, in addition to the 
numerous other issues that are certain to arise in carrying out the requirements of the new 
project licenses.  

 
B. Fordyce Lake Drawdown, Proposed Measure DS-AQR1, Part 585 
  
Fordyce Creek has been a popular whitewater boating run since the 1980s.  This 

twelve-mile run includes 10 miles on Fordyce Creek and a 2 mile paddle out on 
Spaulding Reservoir.  This run is suitable for kayaks, inflatable kayaks and rafts, and is a 
favorite among skilled Class V boaters.  Based on the results of the recreation flow study 
(TM 8-1) and information gathered from American Whitewater, the preferred flows for 
whitewater boating on this reach range from 500 cfs down to 250 cfs.  

 
In addition to having high quality rapids and spectacular scenery, this run is also 

popular because releases from Fordyce Dam typically occur during the summer months.  
Fordyce Reservoir is used by the licensee to store water from snowmelt, which is then 
delivered later in the season to provide water for hydropower and consumptive uses 
downstream.  

 
The Fordyce Creek area also provides important recreational opportunities for 

OHV enthusiasts.  During relicensing meetings, OHV groups expressed a preference for 
flows of less than 150 cfs to allow OHV’s to cross Fordyce Creek at several locations 
along the Fordyce OHV trail.  Creating a flow condition for this particular reach required 
finding a balance between the needs of the licensee in providing additional storage for the 
purpose of generating hydropower, providing higher flow conditions to meet the interest 
of whitewater recreation, and providing lower flow conditions to meet the interest of 
OHV enthusiasts.  Additionally, the Forest Service and other resource agencies preferred 
to have higher flow levels as early in the season as possible in order to be protective of 

                                                             

84 We have similar concerns regarding the spill cessation in table 6, which allow a variance of  +/- 20% for 
flows above 75 cfs and 10% for flows under 75cfs. 
85 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. App. E7-21. 
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the aquatic ecosystem. 
 
The Fordyce Lake drawdown described in Proposed Measure DS-AQR1, Part 5 

requires the licensee to release a high target flow starting at 475 cfs.  This flow will 
gradually decrease as the hydraulic head in the reservoir drops.  The licensee will begin 
releases as soon as possible, provided that these releases will not cause additional spill at 
Spaulding Dam.  By moving these high releases to as early as possible, flows will be 
lower towards the end of the summer, which will allow for the use of the Fordyce OHV 
Trail.  This will also meet the resource agencies’ goal of avoiding high late-season flows.  
The drawdown flow schedule will be publicly noticed each year, which will further 
improve the ability of all recreationists to take advantage of the area impacted by flows 
from Fordyce Dam.  Although there was general agreement by the relicensing 
participants, including the licensee and resource agencies, that the forecasted drawdown 
schedule should be publicized, there is no language in PG&E’s Amended Final License 
Application that memorializes this agreement.  We believe this was an oversight, and we 
suggest that the Commission ask the licensee to make the correction.  

 
C. Whitewater Recreation on Canyon Creek Below Bowman Reservoir, 

Proposed Measure YB-RR586 
 

Canyon Creek is a major tributary to the South Yuba, entering above the town of 
Washington.  There are two separate sections on Canyon Creek below Bowman Dam.  
The uppermost section from Bowman Dam down to Artic Mine is very high gradient, 
ranging from 400 to 600 feet per mile.  Based on the information gathered in the 
recreation flow study, the 6.7 miles of Canyon Creek downstream from Bowman to Artic 
Mine is extremely challenging whitewater and may not yet have been run successfully.  
Thus, licensee did not gather boating flow information for this reach, and has not 
proposed flows specifically targeted for whitewater recreation in these 6.7 miles.  

 
The 3.2-mile section of Canyon Creek from Artic Mine to the confluence with the 

South Yuba is a relatively new run that has become very popular with whitewater 
paddlers.  Thirty-seven paddlers completed surveys for this particular reach: 36 hardshell 
kayakers and one canoeist.  While not a particularly long run, this section of Canyon 
Creek drops an average of 230 feet per mile and has 14 named Class IV and V rapids. 
The optimal flow range is 250 - 400 cfs.  To access the run, boaters either park at the 
Golden Quartz Forest Service Day-Use Park and walk up the road to the put-in, or make 
arrangements with local residents to unlock the gate so vehicles can get closer to the put-
in.  

 
The measure included in this license condition will provide whitewater boating 

for five consecutive days at 275 cfs when flows are 275 cfs or greater at gage 11416500 
(located downstream of the Bowman-Spaulding Diversion Dam) after April 1.  This 
condition will improve whitewater recreation opportunities on Canyon Creek by making 
flows more predictable and less erratic.  Combined with improved public flow 
                                                             

86 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-67. 
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information, these flows will allow whitewater paddlers to access Canyon Creek in the 
spring during spill events. 

 
D. Whitewater Recreation on the Middle Yuba River Below Milton 

Diversion Dam, Proposed Measure YB-RR487  
 
There are two important whitewater boating reaches on the Middle Fork Yuba 

below Milton diversion dam.  The first is the 17.9-mile reach from Milton diversion dam 
to Plumbago road, commonly referred to as “The Boxes.”  The second is the 13.5-mile 
class III to class V run from Plumbago Road down to Our House Dam.  Impacts to 
whitewater recreation opportunities from project operations on the Middle Fork Yuba 
River are similar to those found on the South Yuba River.  The hydrograph below shows 
a typical spill pattern on the Middle Yuba River below Milton Dam.  It is clear in this 
example that flows recede far too quickly for whitewater boating opportunities to occur, 
as flows drop from 800 cfs down to 96 cfs in only 5 days. The spill cessation measure 
outlined in Table 4 will require the licensee to hold flows at 300 cfs for 6 days, which 
will provide a substantial improvement in whitewater boating opportunities on the 
Middle Fork Yuba River. The 300 cfs flow targets the optimal flow level for the run 
immediately below Milton Diversion Dam, and these flows will improve boating 
opportunities for the entire 40 miles of river down to Our House Dam. 

 

 
 

E. Whitewater Recreation on Canyon Creek Below French Reservoir, 
Proposed Measure YB-RR388 

 
Measure YB-RR3 will significantly improve whitewater recreation opportunities 

on Canyon Creek below French Reservoir.  This reach is used to convey water stored in 
French Lake through Sawmill and Faucherie Lakes, and ultimately to Bowman 
Reservoir.  Typically, French Lake is drafted in September.  However, flows in this reach 
have historically been too low for whitewater boating.  Using the median reservoir 
                                                             

87 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-67. 
88 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-67. 
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storage over the period of record, we calculated that the licensee will be able to provide 
13 days of whitewater boating at 130 cfs.  Licensee NID has agreed to draft the lake in a 
manner that allows a late season whitewater opportunity.  Because this is a conveyance 
reach, increasing flows will have no impact on power generation.  

  
VI. Requirements for providing recreation flow information are a reduction 
from what is currently provided and are therefore inadequate. 
 
A. Measure DS-RR2: Provide Recreation Flow Information89 

 
Measure DS-RR2 as written will reduce the amount of daily streamflow 

information that is currently available to the public.  For the last four years, the gages 
outlined in this measure have provided flow information 365 days a year.  Measure DS-
RR2 requires that the licensee provide daily average stream flow information to the 
public from May 1 through November 30.  The Commission should require the 
continuation of current, year-round gage operations.  Annual flow information taken at 
historic locations is important for scientific purposes and promoting understanding of the 
watershed, and is also utilized by numerous types of recreationists, including whitewater 
boaters and anglers.  

 
Additionally, the Commission should require that a gage be added below the 

confluence of Canyon Creek on the South Fork Yuba River to allow the public to see the 
combined effect of flow measures on these reaches.  
 

B. Measure YB-RR2: Provide Recreation Flow Information90 
 

Measure YB-RR2 as written will also significantly reduce the amount of daily 
streamflow information that is currently available to the public.  For the last four years, 
six gages have provided streamflow information 365 days a year.  Measure YB-RR2 
requires that mean daily streamflow information be provided to the public between May 
1 and November 30 at only three locations.  The licensee proposes to provide a good faith 
estimate where existing streamflow gauges do not measure a full range of flows.  The 
Commission should require a continuation of current, year-round gage operations at all 
six locations.  This will mean continuing to provide flow information that currently exists 
at gages on the Middle Yuba below Jackson Meadows, on Canyon Creek below French 
Lake, and on the Bear River below Dutch Flat.  Annual flow information taken at historic 
locations is important for scientific purposes and promoting understanding of the 
watershed, and is also utilized by numerous types of recreationists, including whitewater 
boaters and anglers.  
 

Additionally, the Commission should require that a gage be added below the 
confluence of Canyon Creek on the South Fork Yuba River to allow the public to see the 
combined effect of flow measures on these reaches.  
                                                             

89 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. App. E7-33. 
90 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-67. 
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VII. The Commission should require licensees PG&E and NID to make 
substantial contributions to a Bear River trail system that will connect Bear 
Valley with Combie Reservoir when completed. 
 
A.  Overview of the Bear River Trail proposal  

 
The proposed trail will link the Bear Valley meadow with existing trails and will 

eventually extend all the way to Combie Reservoir. 
  

Extent: The trail will start at Bear Valley and continue to Combie Reservoir, 
providing public access and riverine recreational opportunities where previously 
limited trails have existed. 
 
Length: The trail will extend approximately 35 miles and will use existing 
infrastructure such as historic railroad beds, abandoned mining canals, old 
stagecoach roads, PG&E access roads and existing informal trails that connect 
with existing formal trails. 
 
 
Ownership: Ownership of the lands on which through which the trail extends is 
as follows: 
 

• PG&E  15.5 miles  
• USFS  4.9 miles 
• BLM  4.4 miles  
• State of CA 2.7 miles 
• NID  6 miles  
• Private land 3 miles 

 
Maintenance: The Bear Yuba Land Trust (formally Nevada County Land Trust), 
working in partnership with the Placer County Land Trust, will coordinate and 
manage the trail system.  They are recognized as the premier trail builders in 
Nevada County. 
 
Rationale: These trails will mitigate for the impact of the Projects, which include: 
 

• project facilities and their operation, including powerhouses, penstocks, 
roads, gates, forebays, afterbays, dams, diversions, security fencing, 
canals, and flumes, that block or limit historic public access to the river; 

• high flows that prevent the public from safely using the river from Bear 
Valley to Drum Powerhouse; and 

• operations and spills that have damaged side streams and historic features 
such as stage roads, old railroad beds and the Upper Boardman Canal. 
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Under the existing licenses, approved in 1963, these 35 miles of the Bear River 
have 5 reservoirs, 6 powerhouses, numerous diversions, and dozens of miles of 
canals.  Project operations cause regular spills, subsidence and extraordinary 
fluctuations in stage.  The canals have also had major spill events; in some cases, 
these spills have had dramatic impacts on the landscape. The results of these 
physical alterations and operations include:  

 
• lack of public access; 
• lack of riverine recreational opportunities;  
• canals and powerhouses blocking what should be normal access points and 

historic river crossings; and 
• gates that block public access to roads.  

 
As a consequence, opportunities for typical riverine recreational activities such as 
hiking, fishing, boating and swimming, and gold panning are greatly limited.  
This is in spite of the fact that the river is situated close to Highway 80, between 
the Sacramento Valley and Lake Tahoe, an area which has high levels of 
recreational demand. 

 
Unlike the neighboring Yuba and American rivers where recreation is prized and 
fostered, the Bear River is an “industrial” river.  On the Bear River, the balancing 
of uses has tilted heavily away from public use and toward power generation.  The 
Commission should correct this imbalance.  The Bear River is no less magnificent 
than the neighboring rivers, with potentially easier access points, a less steep 
canyon, and countless opportunities for recreation.  

 
Support for the Proposal: This proposal is formally supported by Placer County 
Fish and Game Commission, Placer County Parks Commission, the towns of 
Weimar and Applegate, Colfax Municipal Advisory Council, and the Bear Yuba 
Land Trust.   
 
Letters of support have been received from District 5 Placer County Supervisor, 
Jennifer Montgomery and numerous local, regional and national recreational and 
environmental groups. 

 
Relation to Stewardship Lands: As part of a court settlement of its bankruptcy 
proceeding in 2003, PG&E agreed to donate a substantial portion of its land 
holdings for public benefits. Pursuant to this agreement, The Pacific Forest and 
Watershed Lands Stewardship Council was established.  In its Land Conservation 
Planning Volume II (November 2007), the Council stated when making 
recommendations for the Bear River Planning Unit: 

 
We recommend enhancements focused on additional fishing and wildlife 
viewing facilities, increased opportunities for youth education and 
recreation, and enhanced recreation and unauthorized use management. 
We recommend these enhancements be considered in close cooperation 
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with PG&E as well as upcoming FERC relicensing efforts and related 
recreation planning. 

 
Recently, PG&E informed relicensing participants that PG&E would not be 
donating a significant portion of the Bear River Planning Unit land as part of 
Stewardship Council lands.  As rationale for this change in previously stated 
direction, PG&E cited the importance of these lands for operation and 
maintenance of the Drum-Spaulding Project.  It is therefore particularly 
appropriate that these lands that were previously identified for public use be 
provided an alternative public use by the Commission, as part of the Drum-
Spaulding Project license.  

 
Cost of Trail Measures: The Network has not provided cost estimates for the 
proposed measure related to the Bear River Trail.  One of our members consulted 
with an organization that has constructed trails in the Yuba watershed; the 
experience of that organization was that trail construction ranged from $5 to $16 a 
foot for trails that conform to Forest Service standards.  Several of the proposed 
trail segments are on land owned by one of the licensees.  In some cases, new 
hiking opportunities would be available if one of the licensees unlocked gates and 
provided access to existing trails or roads. 
 
 
B. Bear River Trail specific recommendations  

 
The Network describes below its recommended measures for specific sections of 

the Bear River Trail, divided in the text by river reach, as identified.  For each section, we 
provide an overview, a map, specific recommendations that refer to specific locations on 
the map, and a site-specific rationale for the recommended measures for the geographic 
area.  
 

1. Bear River Trail: Bear Valley Meadow to Upper Boardman Canal 
Diversion 

 
Overview: 

  
Situated close to Highway 80, between the bustling Sacramento Valley and iconic 

Lake Tahoe, Bear Valley meadow is a popular recreation destination for hikers, 
equestrians, mountain bikers, cross country skiers, and many others.  The Sierra 
Discovery, USFS Pioneer and Pacific Coast Trails are all integral parts of the area 
recreation attractions. 
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Recommendations for PG&E: 
 

A.    Provide parking, sanitation and signage along west side of Hwy 20 along the 
Bear River. [map references 2, P, & S] 
 
B.     Donate an easement to Bear Yuba Land Trust for Bear Valley loop trail.  Bear 
Valley Loop Trail will start at the new parking lot on the west side of Hwy 20, extend 
west along the perimeter of the meadow at the forest’s edge, cross the Bear River 
downstream of the Boardman Diversion where there will be a second parking lot and 
trailhead, and extend east on the south perimeter of the meadow at the forest’s edge 
back upstream to the new parking lot on the west side of Hwy 20. [Map reference 3, 
and dotted line on north side of valley] 
 
C.    Build a 3 mile Bear Valley loop trail around the meadow skirting the meadow 
floor. [Map reference 3, 4, and dotted line on north side of valley]. 
   
D.    Build a pedestrian crossing over Bear River spillway and Tahoe prescription 
spillway on the south side of the meadow. [Map reference 7 for Tahoe spill] 
  
E.    Provide parking, signage and sanitation facilities at the head of the old Boardman 
Canal Trail downstream of the Old Boardman Diversion. [Map references 5, P, &S] 

 
Rationale: 

 
1. The public cannot safely walk along or access the Bear River because of 

dangerous conditions caused by the variable stage conveyance flows in the Bear 
River. The proposed trail mitigates for this condition caused by PG&E operations. 
 

2. The PG&E Tahoe and Bear Valley spillways washed out Boardman canal grade 
and block downstream access. 
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3. The Bear Meadow and the majority of this trail section is either within the FERC 
boundary or is directly impacted by Drum-Spaulding project operations. 

 
4. PG&E has withdrawn Bear Valley from the Pacific Land Stewardship Council 

process, citing the valley’s importance to project operations due to highly variable 
releases into the Bear River in Bear Valley from Drum and South Yuba Canals.  

 
5. Bear Valley stream gauge YB139 is in the FERC boundary, and is the proposed 

location for the trailhead, parking, signage, and sanitation facilities. 
 
 

2. Bear River Trail:  Bear Valley to Drum Forebay and Powerhouse 
 

Overview: 
 

This section of the trail has great potential for a network of non-motorized 
recreational trails.  Parallel to the river are four historical features that are essentially 
existing built trails--- PG&E's abandoned Upper Boardman Canal, the old Dutch Flat 
Canal, the old stage road, and the Towle Brothers logging railroad bed.  Between these 
trails run existing logging roads, construction roads, and other utility easements and 
access roads.  Together, they represent a network of loop trails that can provide access to 
a historically rich stretch of river that has been inaccessible to the public over the life of 
the license. 
 

 
 

Recommendations for PG&E: 
 

A. Build 4.5 mile trail using PG&E’s abandoned Upper Boardman Canal from the 
Bear Meadow to Towle Railroad bed. [map reference 1] 
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B. Build a 3 mile trail on the Towle railroad bed to the Pittman slide.  The Towle 
railroad runs from Zeibright Mine along the river and gives access to the river for 
multiple uses. [map reference 3] 

 
C. Build links between the two trails of 0.5 mile through a) the transmission line 

easement from the Upper Boardman to the Towle at Zeibright [map reference 4] 
and b) the PG&E service roads further downstream [map references 5, 6 & 7]. 
 

D. Build a 2 mile trail on the old Dutch Flat Canal from the base of the Pittman Slide 
and connecting to the Drum Powerhouse road above the Drum Powerhouse and 
beneath the penstocks. [map reference 8] 
 

E. Build a pedestrian and wildlife crossing under or across the Drum penstock where 
the Bear River Trail along the Old Dutch Flat Flume meets it.  A crossing at this 
point would connect two existing segments of trail for the Bear River Trail.  
 

F. Provide parking, signage and sanitation facilities on Drum Powerhouse Road for a 
Bear River Trailhead.  This parking lot should be located where Drum 
Powerhouse Road meets the Bear River Trail along the Old Dutch Flat Flume. 
[map reference P at base of road 8] 

 
Rationale: 

 
1. This stretch of the Bear River continues to be impacted by Drum Canal spillway 

operations at the Tahoe spillway. 
 

2. Operations such as sudden large flows from the Drum Canal to the Bear River 
have caused incisions and landslides that have negatively impacted existing trails.   

a. The Tahoe spill has incised the spillway course and washed out the Upper 
Boardman Canal. 

b. The Pittman slide above the Drum Powerhouse has altered the original 
Towle Bros railroad bed, and the Upper Boardman route and the Dutch 
Flat Canal.  
 

These slides have disrupted the historic sites and block all three potential trail 
routes. 

 
3. The Drum Powerhouse penstocks sever the connectivity of access to the river at 

the historic Dutch Flat Trail.  The Drum powerhouse is fenced off and prevents 
access along the river. 
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3. Bear River Trail: Drum Powerhouse to Dutch Flat 
 

Overview: 
  

Powerhouse Road runs parallel to the river from Alta-Dutch Flat to Drum 
Powerhouse.  This paved private road is built on the grade of the Old Dutch Flat Canal, 
so the grade is generally quite gradual.  There are historic access roads to the river, which 
are often gated.  Smarts Crossing was closed to public access, but local residents sued in 
court, which ruled in their favor and ordered access re-opened.  This stretch has high 
informal use for both motorized and non-motorized recreation.  Powerhouse Road should 
be managed as a formal recreational access road during the next license period. 
 

   
 

 
Recommendations for PG&E: 

 
a. Install signs for the Bear River Trail along the Drum Powerhouse Road. [map 

reference 1; this road travels the whole distance of the map from bottom left to 
top right] 
 

b. Reopen access to the river below the dam at Drum Afterbay. [map reference 7] 
 
c. Reopen the old river crossing from Drum Powerhouse Road to the river now 

gated by PG&E, and used for spoils from the Drum Afterbay. [map reference 4] 
 

Rationale: 
 

1. The Drum Powerhouse Road is in the FERC boundary. The old crossing to the 
river is used by PG&E for spoils and is also in the FERC boundary.  
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2. PG&E has used an historic river crossing road along the Drum Powerhouse Road 
for depositing spoils from the Drum Afterbay and closed the road. This road 
should be reopened for river access. The spoils are within the PG&E boundary. 

 
 
 
4.  Bear River Trail: Dutch Flat/Alta to Rollins Reservoir 

 
Overview: 

 
This stretch of the trail is highly affected by historic hydraulic diggings. The 

mining sediments from the diggings have compromised the quality of the river. The trail 
here is mostly on existing roads.  
 

  
 

Recommendations for NID: 
 

A. Open all relevant gated and blocked public and utility owned roads between 
Dutch Flat and Chicago Park Powerhouse for non-motorized access. [map 
reference from 2 to 4] 
 

B. Allow non-motorized access under Dutch Flat Flume on the existing road. [map 
reference between 2 and 3] 

 
C. Reopen the gated bridge across the Bear River at the Chicago Park Powerhouse. 

[map reference 4] 
 

D. Provide parking, signage and sanitation facililties at the river below Chicago Park 
Powerhouse. [map reference 4] 
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Rationale: 
 

1. This section of trail passes under the Dutch Flat flume and is in the FERC 
boundary. 
 

2. This section of trail uses the access road for the Chicago Park Powerhouse and is 
part of the FERC project. 

 
5.  Bear River Trail: Rollins Reservoir 

 
Overview: 

 
The trail around Rollins Reservoir is in Placer County.  The majority of the land 

through which the trail passes is owned by NID.  An informal fishermen's trail currently 
extends most of the way around the reservoir.   This trail is immediately adjacent to a 
densely populated area of Placer and Nevada Counties.  It is also easily accessible from 
Hwy 174 and Interstate 80. 
 

 
 

Recommendations for NID: 
 

A. Build a mile-long trail from the bridge across the Bear River at the Chicago Park 
Powerhouse linking to the rim trail around Rollins Reservoir. [shown upper right 
above reservoir] 

 
B. Build a rim trail around Rollins Reservoir on the Placer county side linking 

Chicago Park Powerhouse trail to Rollins Dam on NID lands.  [Shown as dotted 
line on Placer County side of Rollins Reservoir from dam to top of reservoir on 
Bear River fork] 
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Rationale: 
 

1. Rollins Reservoir is a heavily used project facility. 
 

2. All of the lands and trails proposed near Rollins are within the FERC boundary. 
 

3. All of the lands in this section are owned by NID. 
 

6.  Bear River Trail: Rollins Reservoir to Taylor Crossing 
 

Overview: 
 

The proposal is to complete a connecting trail on the Nevada County side of the 
river. The lands are mostly in public ownership of NID and BLM, and the trail is already 
well used except for the steep canyon section where a safe hiking path needs to be built to 
complete a fully connected trail along the Bear River with easy and safe access to the 
river.  

 
This reach extends from Rollins Dam to Taylor Crossing.  A well used informal 

trail begins at State Highway 174 and runs close to the north side of the river for half the 
distance to Taylor Crossing; most of this informal trail is on NID land.  A steep segment 
prevents easy through access to Taylor Crossing, which is on BLM land.  This is a 
popular trail year round for fishing, and in summer provides access to much-used 
swimming holes.  Good parking is available at the old 174 bridge.  From Taylor Crossing 
hiking upstream, there are informal trails and access on both sides of the river to the steep 
canyon section.  

 
On the Placer County side of the Bear River, the PG&E Bear River Canal begins 

above 174 and continues all the way to Taylor Crossing.  The canal blocks access to the 
Bear River for the complete length of this river reach. The service trail and utility access 
roads next to the canal presently provide the only connecting route along the river.  The 
service trail is often used by hikers, and is a significant safety issue, and access to the 
river from the canal service trail is dangerous.  The canal utility roads and service trails 
run through private property parcels, which is problematic to landowners.  
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Recommendations for NID: 
 

A. Build a 0.5 mile trail to connect the proposed Rollins Reservoir Rim Trail with 
the old Hwy 174 Bridge parking area. [map reference 1] 

 
B. Provide signage and sanitation facililties at the old Hwy 174 Bridge parking area. 

[map reference 2] 
 
C. Improve the 1 mile existing informal trail on NID land below Hwy 174 bridge. 

[map reference 3] 
 
Rationale for NID: 

 
1. The FERC facility at Rollins Dam limits access from the Rollins Reservoir Rim 

Trail to the lower trail below the bridge. 
 

Recommendations for PG&E: 
 

A. Build 3 mile trail from Hwy 174 to Taylor Crossing on the Nevada County side of 
the Bear River. [map reference 2, 3, 4, 5, &6] 

 
B. Provide signage and maps at access points to the Bear Canal discouraging public 

use and directing the public to the new Bear River Trail. [map reference near 2 & 
6] 

 
C. Open PG&E utility access roads for non-motorized recreation if appropriate 

conservation easements can be acquired on private lands. [map reference 7; utility 
access roads run on Placer County side of river across from proposed trail and 
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above Bear River Canal from map references 3 to 6] 
 

Rationale for PG&E: 
 

1. PG&E’s Bear River Canal provides an attractive nuisance, affecting private 
property owners whose land the canal crosses between Rollins Reservoir and 
Christian Valley Reservoir. There is a lot of public use of the Canal as a trail and 
fishing spot, attracting public access across private property and creating liability 
for private property owners where there is no public easement.  
 

2. The canal path is dangerous, and presents significant safety problems.  It would 
be preferable to build a safe trail route along the Bear River itself for public use, 
to direct recreational use away from the Bear River Canal to a more appropriate 
location.  

 
3. A Bear River trail on the Nevada County side would mitigate loss of access to the 

river due to the canal’s location and provide safe and continuous access to the 
river.  

 
4. The Bear River Canal is within the PG&E FERC boundary. The PG&E utility 

access roads are within the FERC boundary.  
 

 
7.  Bear River Trail: Taylor Crossing to Bear River Campground 

 
Overview: 

  
PG&E’s Bear River Canal runs parallel to the river for this entire stretch of the 

river, blocking river access on the Placer county side except by Taylor Road and Milk 
Ranch Road.  This reach of river offers excellent trail potential in one of the most densely 
populated areas along the Bear.  Trail potential is great on both sides of the river.  Access 
is very good at both ends of the reach.  At present, trails are limited to the Bear River 
Campground, operated by Placer County.  The campground provides access to the river 
and has a network of trails that would link with the proposed Bear River Trail. 
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Recommendations for PG&E: 
 

A. Build the trail in partnership with NID and Bear Yuba Land Trust from Taylor 
Crossing to the Bear River Campground. [map reference from 1, 2, 3, &4] 

 
B. Provide signage and maps at access points to the Bear Canal discouraging public 

use and directing the public to the new Bear River Trail. [map reference near 5, 8, 
& 9] 

 
C. Allow PG&E utility access roads to be used for non-motorized recreation. [map 

reference through areas 5, 6, 7, & 8] 
 

Rationale: 
 

1. The Bear River Canal is within the PG&E FERC boundary.  The PG&E utility 
access roads are within the FERC boundary.  

 
 
8.  Bear River Trail: Bear River Campground to Combie Reservoir 

 
Overview: 

 
PG&E’s Bear River Canal runs parallel to the river for this entire stretch of the 

river, blocking river access on the Placer county side except from Plum Tree Road and 
Dog Bar Road.  This stretch of the river, from the Campground to Combie Reservoir, is 
popular with rafters, swimmers, gold-panners and fishers, despite the lack of safe, formal 
access. 
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Recommendations for PG&E: 
 

A. Build a 2.5 mile trail from the Bear River Campground to Combie Reservoir. 
[map reference blue trail line on Nevada County side from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6]   

 
B. Provide signage and maps at access points to the Bear Canal discouraging public 

use and directing the public to the new Bear River Trail. [map reference near 1 & 
3] 

 
C. Allow PG&E utility access roads to be used for non-motorized recreation if 

appropriate conservation easements can be acquired on private lands. [map 
reference 7] 

 
Rationale: 

 
1. The Bear River Canal is within the PG&E FERC boundary. The PG&E utility 

access roads are within the FERC boundary.  
 

 
VIII. PG&E and Forest Service measures to mitigate conveyance flows and 
other spills in Bear Valley will reduce harmful effects of project operations, 
but will not allow for complete meadow restoration.  
 
A. General Comments on Bear Valley operations 
 
The uppermost reaches of the Bear River flow through what is known as the Bear 

Valley Meadow, a meadow more than one square mile in area, situated at approximately 
5,000 ft. elevation.  Historically, the meadow served as an important area for Native 
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Americans who used it as a summer settlement, gathering place and trading hub. 
Grinding holes in the meadow indicate as many as 100 families stayed in the meadow for 
extended periods of time.  Today, the meadow is highly valued by anglers in search of 
rainbow and brown trout, birdwatchers, hikers, and cross country skiers, among many 
others. 

 
Meadows occupy less than 3% of the area in the Sierra Nevada, but their 

ecological value far exceeds their occurrence.91  Meadows store snowmelt and runoff 
from steep uplands, which provides longer periods of water availability downstream. 
While slowing runoff, meadows trap sediments that would otherwise pollute downstream 
watercourses.  They also assist in the breakdown of toxins and cycling of nutrients 
trapped in sediments.  In these ways and others, meadows provide substantial 
contributions to the functioning and water quality of the river ecosystem. 

 
Meadows are productive environments, high in biodiversity and play critical roles 

in the life cycles of many wildlife species, including threatened or endangered species 
such as the willow flycatcher and Yosemite toad.92  In addition to their ecological roles, 
meadows in the Sierra Nevada have high aesthetic and recreational value. Visitors are 
drawn to meadows for their scenic vistas and recreational opportunities. 

 
The health of Sierra Nevada meadow ecosystems is inextricably linked to the 

shallow groundwater beneath the meadow.93  Meadows throughout the Sierra Nevada 
have experienced important changes in vegetation and hydrology since the 1850s when 
European settlers first began to use the land for mining, ranching, and logging.  In 
general, these activities altered hydrologic patterns and processes of ecosystems, either 
inadvertently or intentionally, often resulting in a lower water table.94  Stream 
channelization and subsequent incision lower the water-table, resulting in altered riparian 
vegetation patterns and species composition.95  The Bear Valley Meadow is an example 
of this phenomenon. 

 
Over the past five years, Bear Valley Meadow has been studied extensively by the 

licensee, the Department of Fish and Game, American Rivers and others.  
Representatives of local Native American tribes have worked with American Rivers, the 

                                                             

91 See Ratliff RD (1985) Meadows in the Sierra Nevada of California: state of knowledge. Gen. Tech. Rep. 
PSW-84, USDA Forest Service, Berkeley, CA. 
92 See Martin DW, Chambers JC (2002) Restoration of riparian meadows degraded by livestock grazing: 
above- and belowground responses. Plant Ecol 163:77–91. 
93 Ratliff, ibid.  
94 See Steven P. Loheide II & Richard S. Deitchman & David J. Cooper & Evan C. Wolf & Christopher T. 
Hammersmark & Jessica D. Lundquist, Hydrogeology Journal, October 2008. 
95 See Jewitt, D. G., M. L. Lord, J. R. Miller, and J. C. Chambers. 2004. Geomorphic and hydrologic 
controls on surface and subsurface flow regimes in riparian meadow ecosystems. Pages 124-161 in J. C. 
Chambers and J. R. Miller, editors. Great Basin Riparian Ecosystems: Ecology, Management and 
Restoration. Island Press, Washington, DC.  See also Loheide SP, Gorelick SM (2007) Riparian 
hydroecology: a coupled model of the observed interactions between groundwater flow and meadow 
vegetation patterning. Water Resour Res 43,W07414. doi:10.1029/2006WR005233. 
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Sierra Fund and others (with the express permission of licensee PG&E) to assess the 
health of the meadow and develop plans to restore and protect the ecological and cultural 
integrity of the Bear Valley Meadow.96  

 
The American Rivers et al. assessment of the meadow shows several significant 

changes to the meadow, including: 
  
• The Bear River has been channelized and incised in 90% of its length in the 

meadow and is no longer able to create over-bank flow that inundates the 
meadow floodplain. 

• In some areas the Bear River has incised five to fifteen feet into the meadow. 
• Summer groundwater levels have been lowered to the depth of incision. 
• In 80% of the meadow, vegetation is dominated by dry habitat species. 
• Unlike healthy functioning streams in other Sierra Nevada meadows, the 

stream course has not shifted or meandered significantly for more than 80 
years.   

 
Studies conducted by the licensee in this reach of the Bear River are consistent 

with these findings. 
 
The incipient cause(s) of the channelization and incision of the Bear River into 

the meadow that began nearly a century ago cannot be known with certainty, but project 
operations likely contributed to the current condition and are likely to continue to degrade 
the stream condition unless altered.  Licensee PG&E uses the upper Bear River as an 
alternate conveyance channel for the Drum Canal.  The licensee also operates three gates 
on the Drum Canal that can release a total of more than 600 cfs into the Bear River, 
namely the Bear River Spill (YB-137, RM 35.3), Bear Valley Spill (RM 33.6), and Tahoe 
Spill (RM 31.75).  The Bear River Spill and Bear Valley Spill allow the licensee to 
release water into the Bear River in the meadow.  The licensee generally uses these spills 
in two ways.  First, when a significant precipitation event is forecast, the licensee 
typically spills 200 cfs through the Bear River Spill to provide capacity in the Drum 
Canal to accommodate accretion from runoff from the hillside along the course of the 
Drum Canal while still taking advantage of the capacity of powerhouses downstream. 
Second, during emergencies when operation of the Drum Canal must be halted, licensee 
may spill as much as 600 cfs into the Bear River through the three spill gates.  

 
As shown in the table below, the flows that result from project operations, or 

regulated flows, greatly exceed unimpaired flows.  For example, a flow of 100 cfs would 
naturally occur in this reach only once every 5 years, but project operations produce 
flows of 100 cfs or more every year on average.  A flow of 200 cfs would naturally occur 
only once every 10 years, but project operations result in flows of 200 cfs every other 
year on average.   

 

                                                             

96 See American Rivers et al., Headwaters Restoration in a Changing Climate: The Meadows of Bear 
Valley; 2010.  
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Bear Meadow above Highway 20 (YB-198) 

Recurrence 
Interval (years) 

Unimpaired 
(cfs) 

Regulated 
(cfs) 

1.005 3 100 
2 43 203 
5 113 284 

10 192 346 
25 343 436 
50 503 511 

From Attachment 1-1B of Technical Memorandum 1-1, Channel Morphology - Recurrence Intervals 
Estimated Using Peak FQ (Based on Mean Daily Annual Maximum Values 1976-2008) 

 
 

The power of a stream to mobilize and transport sediment is a function of the 
product of slope and discharge.  Therefore, by definition, project operations greatly 
increase the ability of the Bear River to transport sediment downstream.  The majority of 
sediment supply in this reach comes from the bed and banks of the channel because the 
Bear Valley meadow is situated at the headwaters of the Bear River, and the river is 
located some distance from hillslopes that could supply sediment for transport.  As a 
result, project operations that continue to provide flows with sufficient power to mobilize 
and transport sediment in the Bear Valley meadow reach will likely result in continued 
incision and degradation of the channel and riparian and meadow habitat.  

 
PG&E’s proposed Measure DS-TR4 (Bear River Management Through Bear 

Valley)97 contains three primary features: 
  
1. PG&E will limit winter operation releases from the Bear River Spill into the 
meadow to 200 cfs;  
2. PG&E will limit the rate of increases or decreases in flows; and  
3. to the extent possible, PG&E will shift spill releases to the more downstream 
spill gates to avoid releasing water into the meadow. 
 
These measures are likely to reduce the adverse effects of project operations to 

some degree by reducing the magnitude and frequency of flows that are capable of 
mobilizing and transporting sediment.  The ramping rate limitation could also lessen 
impacts on aquatic species.  However, in order to address the fundamental problem in the 
Bear Valley meadow, namely the deeply incised channel and resulting lowered 
groundwater table, frequent high magnitude flows would have to be eliminated.  
Elimination of these high flows would allow the restoration of the channel such that it 
was no longer deeply incised in the meadow.  A more natural flow regime would also 
ensure that further incision and degradation of the channel would not continue. 

 

                                                             

97 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. App. E7-29. 
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In FWN’s comments on scoping and on the Draft License Applications, the 
Network expressed a strong interest in eliminating conveyance flows in the Bear River 
through Bear Valley.98  However, there is no infrastructure redundancy in this portion of 
the Drum system to provide water supply to PCWA and NID customers in cases where 
the Drum Canal is inoperable or only operable below capacity.  The Bear River in Bear 
Valley provides this redundancy.  Moreover, to provide safe operation and to protect 
canal infrastructure, PG&E reduces the winter flow in the Drum Canal by about 200 cfs 
during the winter.  PG&E’s ability to use the Bear River through Bear Valley to move an 
equivalent amount of water provides an enormous generation benefit to both PG&E and 
NID.  

 
For these reasons, the Network has reluctantly agreed not to oppose the continued 

use of the Bear River in Bear Valley for conveyance purposes, within the limits and with 
the partial mitigations proposed by PG&E and modified by the Forest Service.  This takes 
a major meadow restoration opportunity, in a meadow whose cultural and natural value is 
clearly in the top tier of California mountain meadow resources, off the table.  As the 
Commission balances uses affected by the Drum-Spaulding and Yuba-Bear projects, it 
should give considerable weight to the lost restoration potential for this iconic resource.  
The Network provides specific comments on PG&E’s proposed measures below. 

 
B. FWN’s comments on PG&E’s proposed Measure DS-TR4: Bear River 

Management Through Bear Valley 
 
FWN appreciates the benefits likely to occur as a result of the licensee’s proposed 

Bear River management measure.  The limit on winter operational flow release 
magnitude and ramping rates, as well as the limitation on Drum Canal spills when the 
downstream system is fully loaded and ready to spill, will help reduce the frequency and 
magnitude of harmful high flows through the Bear Valley meadow.  The FWN also 
appreciates the commitment to assess and monitor Bear River channel conditions.  
However, within the limits defined in the measure, we recommend additions and 
revisions both to better protect the stream and meadow habitats and to involve interested 
stakeholders such as the FWN, as described below. 

 
1. Specific recommendations for PG&E’s Proposed Bear River 

Management Measure. 
 
Part A - Bear River Flows Management, including Drum Canal Operations 

 
a. Spills into the Bear River from Drum Canal should be eliminated, not just limited, 

when Drum Afterbay is forecast to spill and Dutch Flat No. 1 and No. 2 
powerhouses are fully loaded.  

                                                             

98 See FWN comments on PAD and SD1, eLibrary 20080811-5122, Appendix 1, Comments of American 
Whitewater on SD1, pp. 28-29.  See also FWN comments on Draft License Applications, eLibrary 
20110201-5027, pp. 40-44. 
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b. During Planned Outage Spills from Drum Canal, PG&E should distribute water 
spilled from the Drum Canal in the following order of priority: Tahoe Spill (RM 
31.75), Bear Valley Spill (RM 33.6) and Bear River Spill (YB-137, RM 35.3 on 
the Bear River). 

c. These operational guidelines should be included in any relevant existing and new 
licensee operating manuals or protocols for Bear River Flows Management and 
Drum Canal Operations.   

 
Part B - Channel Morphology and Riparian Vegetation Assessment in Bear 
Valley Meadow 

 
FWN recommends that the assessment provided for in Part B of Proposed 

Measure DS-TR4 be expanded to include additional metrics.  We recommend that the 
following language be substituted for the first two paragraphs of the measure as proposed 
by PG&E: 

 
By no later than the first full water year after license issuance, licensee 

shall perform an assessment during the July to August period, to determine 
existing conditions for riparian vegetation and channel stability in the portion of 
Bear River Reach #2 that runs through Bear Valley, an approximately 2.3-mile 
portion located between RM 35.0 (upstream end) to RM 32.7 (downstream end) 
in the Bear Valley Meadow.  Based on results of this assessment, licensee shall 
take action to address existing conditions such as vertical Bear River banks, nicks 
and headcuts (as described more fully below), as well as actively eroding gullies. 

 
After actions have been taken to address such conditions, licensee shall 

perform an assessment during the July to August period to establish a new 
baseline for conditions in the Bear Valley Meadow.  Based on this baseline, 
licensee shall evaluate changes in riparian vegetation and channel stability in the 
portion of Bear River Reach #2 that runs through Bear Valley, according to the 
schedule of riparian and channel morphology assessments outlined in Table 1, 
below.  The purpose shall be to determine if Project waters that are released into 
the Bear River adversely affect channel morphology and riparian vegetation in the 
Bear Valley Meadow and, if adverse effects are determined to occur, to develop 
and implement specific protection actions to address identified adverse effects. 
   
Table 1 of this measure99, which outlines Bear River monitoring activities, should 

also include monumented cross-section survey transects that are re-surveyed at the same 
frequency that longitudinal profiles are surveyed.  A paragraph should be added to the 
Quantitative Assessment section to describe this activity: 

 
• Cross-sections – Licensee shall establish five locations, tied to monumented 

control points, distributed in the Lower, Middle and Upper Meadow reaches at 
which cross-sections will be established and surveyed at the schedule shown in 

                                                             

99 Ibid, p. App. E7-31. 
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Table 1.  At least two of the cross-sections shall be sited at locations exhibiting 
exposed and/or unstable banks and could be at existing channel morphology 
transects.  The purpose of the cross-sections is to monitor the channel for erosion 
and channel processes. 

   
The licensee should provide the results of the annual assessment and any 

qualitative or quantitative monitoring from the prior water year no less frequently than at 
the annual consultation meeting (Measure DS-GEN1).  However, as noted below, the 
Network recommends an expanded formal consultation process for the Network and 
other stakeholders in the implementation of the project licenses, and therefore 
recommends that reporting of results of monitoring activities be integrated into that 
expanded process.  The licensee should consult not only with appropriate agencies, but 
also with NGO and other interested stakeholders, to identify Project-related effects and 
potential mitigations. 

 
2. Recommended Forest Service Amendments to Measure DS-TR4 should 

be implemented and modified. 
 
The amendments recommended by the Forest Service to PG&E’s Bear River 

Management Through Bear Valley Measure will also improve the beneficial effects of 
this measure.  FWN supports the revisions made by the Forest Service, particularly the 
requirement that identified project effects be definitively mitigated.  FWN also 
recommends changes to the Forest Service’s measures, as described below. 

 
The Forest Service should clarify the Upper Bear River Study description to 

require consultation in preparation of the study plan and in the final study report.  In 
addition, the Forest Service should clarify the scope, and FWN should be provided an 
opportunity to comment on the study plan and study report.  We recommend the 
following language: 

 
a. Upper Bear River Study 

 
Within 2 years of license issuance, the licensee shall evaluate the 

geomorphic conditions and potential effects of geomorphic conditions on the 
ecology of the Bear River and adjacent riparian and meadow habitat between YB-
137 and the Drum Afterbay impoundment (Study).  Specifically, the licensee shall 
identify areas of recent/ongoing erosion (including erosion along the Bear River 
spill channel, the Bear Valley spill channel, and the Tahoe spill channel), 
determine the relationship between discharge rates and sediment transport / 
erosion and sediment availability, and determine the degree of channel incision 
below meadow surface, as well as the potential effects of channel incision and 
project flows on riparian and meadow vegetation and groundwater levels.  The 
study shall also identify potential measures to mitigate any project-induced 
erosion and other effects.  Such measures could include spill reduction, channel 
restoration, or potential increased use of Tahoe spill channel).  Within 1 year of 
license issuance and prior to commencing the Study, the license shall submit a 
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draft Study Plan outlining the scope and methodologies to the FS, BLM, State 
Water Board, and DFG for approval, and to the Foothills Water Network for 
comment. 

 
Within two years the licensee shall submit the report to the FS, BLM, 

State Water Board, DFG and Foothills Water Network summarizing the results of 
the Study.  The licensee shall implement the mitigation measures to address 
project impacts to the Bear River identified by the Study recommended by the 
Joint Agencies within one year of receiving such recommendations, or within 
another timeframe mutually agreeable to the Joint Agencies and licensee. 
 

b.  Maximum flow limit 
 
The Forest Service recommends limiting the maximum flow release by licensee 

into the Bear River in Bear Valley as follows: “At no time shall the licensee release flows 
into the Bear River that when combined with accretion flows result in stage levels on 
NFSLs that are above the high water mark of the flood plain and/or cause erosion damage 
to the Bear River.”   

 
In FWN’s experience, determining the flow magnitude that corresponds to a 

certain high water mark is subject to significant uncertainty or error.  As a result, this 
requirement would likely produce disputes among parties.  We recommend stating a 
specific flow at a measurable location that best approximates flows that produced the 
referenced high water mark.  FWN recommends a limit of 500 cfs measured at YB198, 
with no allowance for additional spill flows downstream of that point.  The rationale for 
limiting flows to 500 cfs is twofold: 1) this flow corresponds to the unimpaired 50 year 
flow event, and it is reasonable to expect that the licensees will maintain and operate its 
project to prevent such emergencies to once in a license term, and 2) a flow of 500 cfs 
would fully meet water supply needs of downstream water contractors.  
 

IX. The Commission should require monitoring of flow, water temperature, 
and aquatic biota over the course of the license to evaluate the effects of 
project operations and the effectiveness of license implementation. 
 
In their preliminary conditions and recommendations, the agencies propose 

general organizing principles for monitoring by the licensees over the time period when 
the new licenses are in effect.  The agencies note that there was insufficient time to come 
to agreement with the licensees on monitoring requirements.  The Network was able to 
participate in discussions of future monitoring only on a very limited basis, but looks 
forward to participating in future discussions.  

 
In general, FWN agrees with the principles described by the agencies.  The 

emphasis on large stream reaches is appropriate.  The proposed emphasis on rainbow 
trout, FYLF, benthic macroinvertebrates, and Western Pond Turtle is appropriate.  We 
are unclear about the agencies’ thinking on frequency of monitoring, and believe it 
warrants further discussion.  We agree with the agencies that evaluation of the licensees’ 
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ability to meet spill cessation, water temperature, and other flow requirements, and the 
biotic response, will be particularly important to understand during the first years of 
license implementation. 

 
It may be important to monitor FYLF following large spill events, particularly if 

these events escape the ability of a licensee to ramp down appropriately following these 
events.  

 
The agencies propose that spill cessation flow records be made available to the 

agencies on request.  We believe it is important that flow records of all types for large 
streams be easily available to all interested parties including the Network, and that the 
type of information available should include (daily) minimum flows, spill cessation 
flows, flow fluctuations, and water temperatures.   

 
As noted elsewhere, an Ecological Committee that is open to NGO intervenors 

would assure appropriate consultation and participation of the Network in license 
implementation.  Such an entity would be particularly important and helpful in 
developing monitoring plans and in evaluating monitoring results.    
  

X.  Additional comments on specific measures proposed by licensees. 
 
FWN provides below a table for each project that briefly summarizes the 

Network’s response to most of the major resource measures proposed by each licensee.  
Many of the Network’s comments on these measures are contained in other sections of 
these comments and recommendations.  Also below, the Network provides additional 
comments and recommendations on measures that we have not otherwise addressed.  

 
A.  Annual consultation with agencies as proposed by licensees is insufficient 
in frequency and insufficiently inclusive of concerned stakeholders.  
 
Measures DS-GEN1100 and YB-GEN1101 propose annual meetings of the 

respective licensees with affected federal resource agencies; PG&E’s measure includes 
notification of state agencies, and a provision that the federal agencies can invite 
additional parties.  The Network strongly recommends a formal consulting role for 
interested stakeholders in license implementation, in the form of an Ecological 
Committee similar to those established to provide consultation on the implementation of 
the Rock Creek – Cresta, Mokelumne, and El Dorado licenses.  

 
It is unrealistic to believe that a single annual meeting will provide sufficient 

consultation even for the agencies alone.  Unanticipated issues invariably arise during 
license implementation.  The complex and extensive nature of the Yuba-Bear/Drum-
Spaulding system makes unforeseen issues all the more certain.  Even with issues that are 
foreseen, frequent contact and consultation, and cooperation on securing permits and 
                                                             

100 See PG&E Amended FLA, p. App. E7-5. 
101 See NID Amended FLA, p. App. E3-5. 
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advising on environmental compliance, vastly improves the ability of a licensee to meet 
license requirements substantively and on time.   

 
Organizations that are members of the Network in particular have extensive 

experience and expertise with the affected watersheds.  Absent a formal consulting role, 
NGO’s and individuals who have devoted thousands of unpaid and underpaid hours in 
relicensing have no ability under the FPA to influence crucial license implementation 
decisions affecting watersheds whose future they have worked so hard to protect and 
preserve. It is in the public interest for the Commission to provide NGO’s and interested 
individuals a formal consulting role in license implementation. 

 
 B.  Licensee PG&E must clarify its proposal to coordinate operations with 
NID to assure that NID meets its instream flow requirements in the Bear 
River at Gage YB-196.   
 
Licensee PG&E’s Proposed Measure DS-AQR6 reads as follows: 
 

Licensee of the Yuba-Bear Hydroelectric Project releases from Rollins 
Reservoir to meet the Yuba-Bear Hydroelectric Project’s minimum streamflows 
in the Bear River below the Rollins Reservoir as measured at Nevada Irrigation 
District’s (NID) YB-196 gage (USGS 11422500). Licensee’s compliance with 
this measure will be the act of not diverting water into the Bear River Canal that 
Licensee of the Yuba-Bear Hydroelectric Project releases from Rollins Reservoir 
to meet its minimum streamflows in the Bear River below Rollins as calculated 
utilizing data from NID’s YB-196 gage in Bear River and PG&E’s YB-50 gage in 
Bear River Canal, and the coordinated operations flow forecasts for water that 
NID will provide at YB-196 and for water that PG&E will divert to the Bear 
River Canal. 

 
During discussion of proposed new measures in May and June of 2012, the 

Network agreed to this measure.  It was the Network’s understanding that this measure 
meant that of the total amount of water released at any given time from Rollins Reservoir, 
PG&E would discharge sufficient water from the Bear River Canal back into the Bear 
River to allow licensee NID to meet its instream flow requirement at YB-196.   

 
Subsequently, it has come to the Network’s attention that there is a possible 

alternative interpretation of this measure.  The lack of clarity stems from a question 
concerning the ownership of the water that NID releases from Rollins Reservoir.  For 
example, if the required minimum flow at YB-196 were 50 cfs, and NID were to release 
from Rollins Reservoir only 30 cfs of “NID water” while releasing 250 cfs of “PG&E 
water” to meet the demand of PG&E contractors who are supplied through the Bear River 
Canal, would PG&E still be required to release sufficient water from the Bear Canal back 
into the Bear River to meet the 50 cfs requirement at YB-196?  Which would have 
priority, the instream flow requirement or PG&E’s contracted delivery?   
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PG&E and the Commission should clarify that the instream flow requirement has 
priority over contract delivery.  PG&E and PCWA have recourse through the 
Commission to address NID’s (hypothetical) under-release.  Water ownership should be 
worked out between the water owners.  Aquatic resources should not bear the burden of a 
disagreement over water ownership.  

 
C.   Summary Comments on Yuba-Bear Amended FLA Measures  

 
Measure 

#  Measure Title  Part #  Part Title  Page #  FWN Comment 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 1 Water Year Types E3-10 Support 
YB-AQR1 Streamflows 

2 
Minimum Stream 
Flows 

E3-11 Support with 
qualifications; 
see narrative. 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 

3 

Bowman-Spaulding 
Diversion Conduit 
Outages and Drum-
Spaulding Canal 
Outages 

E3-18 Support 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 

4 

Milton Diversion Dam 
and Bowman-
Spaulding Diversion 
Dam overwintering 
Minimum Streamflow 
Adjustments 

E3-20 Support 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 
5 

Wilson Creek 
Diversion Dam Flow 
Setting 

E3-20 Support 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 6 Chicago Park 
Powerhouse Motoring 

E3-21 Support 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 

7 

Milton Diversion 
Dam, Bowman-
Spaulding Diversion 
Dam and Dutch Flat 
Afterbay Dam Spill 
Cessation Schedules 
and Minimization of 
Flow Fluctuations 

E3-21 Support 

YB-AQR1 Streamflows 8 Rollins Reservoir 
Elevation Control 

E3-25 Support 

Not 
included 

by 
licensee 

Streamflows Not 
included 

by 
licensee 

Middle Yuba River 
Block of Water 

E3-45 
 

Strongly support 
inclusion by 
licensee and 
agencies; central 
to FWN interest.  

YB-AQR2 Bowman Lake Fish n/a n/a E3-25 Support 
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Stocking 
YB-AQR3 Rollins Reservoir 

Fish Stocking n/a n/a E3-25 Support 

YB-AQR4 Steephollow Creek 
Foothill Yellow-
Legged Frog 
Monitoring 

n/a n/a 

E3-26 Support 

YB-AQR5 Implement Canal 
Fish Rescue Plan n/a n/a E3-27 Support 

YB-AQR6 Milton-Bowman 
Conduit Fish 
Entrainment n/a n/a 

E3-27 Support fish 
screen as 
proposed by 
agencies. 

YB-AQR7 Rollins Dam Large 
Woody Material 
Management 

n/a n/a 
E3-27 Support as 

modified by 
agencies. 

YB-AQR8 Fall Creek Diversion 
Dam Minimum 
Streamflows n/a n/a 

E3-28 Support 
streamflows 
proposed by 
agencies. 

YB-AQR9 Minimum 
Streamflows 
Compliance 
Measurement 

n/a n/a 

E3-29 Support with 
additions. See 
comments on 
recreation flow 
information. 

YB-RR1 Implement 
Recreation Facilities 
Plan 

n/a n/a 
E3-33 Support 

YB-RR2 Provide Recreation 
Flow Information 

n/a n/a 

E3-33 Support with 
additions. See 
comments on 
recreation flow 
information. 

YB-RR3 French Dam Flows 
for Whitewater 
Boating 

n/a n/a 
E3-34 Support 

YB-RR4 Milton Diversion 
Dam Supplemental 
Flows for 
Whitewater Boating 

n/a n/a 

E3-34 Support 

YB-RR5 Bowman-Spaulding 
Diversion Dam 
Supplemental Flows 
for Whitewater 
Boating 

n/a n/a 

E3-35 Support 

YB-GEN1 Annual Consultation n/a n/a E3-5 Support with 
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with Forest Service 
and BLM 

modification. 
Annual meeting 
must include 
NGO’s. License 
should require 
Ecological 
Committee open 
to NGO 
intervenors. 

YB-GEN2 Annual Employee 
Training n/a n/a E3-6 Support 

YB-GEN3 Annual Review of 
Special-Status 
Species Lists and 
Assessment of New 
Species on Federal 
Land 

n/a n/a 

E3-7 Support, as 
modified by     
Forest Service. 

YB-GEN4 Consultation 
Regarding New 
Ground-Disturbing 
Activities on Federal 
Land 

n/a n/a 

E3-7  Support 

YB-GEN5 Consultation 
Regarding New 
Facilities on Federal 
Land 

n/a n/a 

E3-7  Support 

YB-GEN6 Development and 
Implementation of 
Coordinate 
Operations Plan for 
Yuba-Bear 
Hydroelectric 
Project and Drum-
Spaulding Project 

n/a n/a 

E3-8  Support 

YB-GEN7 Pesticide and 
Herbicide Use 
Restrictions on 
Federal Land 

n/a n/a 

E3-8  Support 
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D.  Summary Comments on Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA Measures  
 

 
Measure #  Measure Title  Part #  Part Title  Page #  FWN Comment 
DS-AQR1 Streamflows 1 Water Year Types E7-6 Support 
DS-AQR1 Streamflows 

2 
Minimum 
Streamflows 

E7-7 Support with 
qualifications; see 
narrative 

DS-AQR1 Streamflows 3 Flow Setting E7-13 Support 
DS-AQR1 Streamflows 4 Canal Outages E7-19 Support except Auburn 

Ravine 
DS-AQR1 Streamflows 5 Fordyce Lake 

Drawdown 
E7-21 Support 

DS-AQR1 Streamflows 

6 

Flow Release to 
the Bear River 
below Drum 
Canal at YB137 

E7-22 Support 

DS-AQR1 Streamflows 

7 

Spill Cessation 
and Minimization 
of Flow 
Fluctuation at 
South Yuba River 

E7-23 Support 

Not 
included by 

licensee 

Streamflows Not 
included 

by 
licensee 

South Yuba River 
Block of Water Sum-

mary 
pg. 7 

Strongly support 
inclusion by licensee 
and agencies; central to 
FWN interest.  

DS-AQR2 Implement Fish 
Protection and 
Management during 
Canal Outages Plan 

n/a n/a 

E7-25 Support 

DS-AQR3 Fish Stocking in Lake 
Spaulding n/a n/a E7-25 Support 

DS-AQR4 Streamflow 
Measurement n/a 

 E7-25 Support with additions; 
see comments on 
recreation flow 
information. 

DS-AQR5 Auburn Ravine n/a Water Year Types E7-26 Support 
DS-AQR5 Auburn Ravine 

n/a 

Minimum 
Streamflows in 
Auburn Ravine 

E7-26 Licensee proposed flows 
are inadequate in 
magnitude and scope of 
mitigation; see narrative. 

DS-AQR5 Auburn Ravine 
n/a 

Canal Outages E7-27 Oppose. Minimum flow 
must be required during 
outage.  

DS-AQR6 Coordination of the 
Drum-Spaulding Project 
and the Yuba-Bear 
Hydroelectric Project 
Operations Regarding 

n/a n/a 

E7-28 Support with 
qualification. PG&E 
must not divert into Bear 
River Canal water that 
would leave minimum 
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the Yuba-Bear 
Hydroelectric Project’s 
Minimum Streamflows 
in the Bear River below 
Rollins Reservoir at 
NID’s YB-196 gage 
(USGS 11422500) 

flow in Bear River 
deficient, regardless of 
ownership of water.  

DS-TR4 Bear River Management 
Through Bear Valley n/a n/a 

E7-29 Support with 
modification. See 
narrative. 

DS-RR1 Implement Recreational 
Facilities Plan n/a n/a E7-33 Support 

DS-RR2 Provide Recreation Flow 
Information n/a n/a 

E7-33 Support with additions. 
See comments recreation 
flow information.  

DS-GEN1 Annual Consultation 
with Forest Service, 
BLM and BOR 

n/a n/a 

E7-5 Support with 
modification. Annual 
meeting must include 
NGO’s. License should 
require Ecological 
Committee open to 
NGO intervenors. 

DS-GEN2 Annual Employee 
Training n/a n/a E7-5 Support 

DS-GEN3 Develop and Implement 
Coordinated Operations 
Plan for the Drum- 
Spaulding Project, the 
Deer Creek Project and 
the Yuba-Bear 
Hydroelectric 
Project 

n/a n/a 

E7-6 Support 
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Comments and Recommendations Relating to NEPA 
 

XI.  FWN comments on the division of the Drum-Spaulding Project into two 
FERC projects with distinct licenses, and the potential further division of the 
Drum-Spaulding Project into a third project. 

 
In the summary of its Amended FLA, PG&E proposes that the Commission split 

the Drum-Spaulding Project into two distinct projects.102  The Deer Creek development 
would be broken off the Drum-Spaulding Project and become a separate Deer Creek 
Project with its own distinct license.  The remainder of the project would continue as the 
Drum-Spaulding Project.  PG&E and NID are engaged in negotiations for a “transfer” of 
the Deer Creek development to NID.  Separation of the Deer Creek Project would 
simplify such a transfer, presumably by eliminating the need for a license amendment for 
the Drum-Spaulding Project. 

 
The summary of PG&E’s Amended FLA also notifies FERC that PG&E may 

soon request that the lower Drum-Spaulding system be granted a separate license:  
 
In addition, PG&E would like to take this opportunity to notify FERC that PG&E 
is currently evaluating the possibility of a similar request for the lower Drum-
Spaulding facilities, which are all PG&E Drum-Spaulding Project facilities below 
NID’s Rollins Reservoir. Those facilities include four developments; Halsey, 
Wise, Wise No. 2, and Newcastle. Following PG&E’s evaluation of these 
facilities, PG&E may request that the Commission issue another separate license 
that includes those four developments. That separate license would be requested 
in order to facilitate a future transfer of these developments, should PG&E 
ultimately determine that a transfer is in the best interests of its customers. To 
date, no negotiations have taken place regarding such a transfer and PG&E is still 
evaluating options.103 

 
The Network has no immediate conceptual concerns with the potential separation 

of the Deer Creek development as a separate FERC licensed project.  Water for the 
project is at present delivered to NID for consumptive use; separation of the project, if the 
project is eventually transferred to NID, poses no apparent concerns regarding ownership 
of the water or responsibilities for mitigation of project operation.  If the project is not 
transferred to NID, operation by PG&E would presumably be the same as if it remained 
part of the Drum-Spaulding Project.  Nonetheless, the EIS should evaluate the effects of 
splitting of the Deer Creek development as a separate project.  The Network recommends 
that the Commission evaluate this as a separate alternative under NEPA.  

 
The prospect of splitting off the lower Drum-Spaulding Project (recasting the 

Halsey, Wise, Wise No. 2 and Newcastle developments as a distinct project) is 
considerably more problematic.  This is truly an eleventh hour proposal, and is 
                                                             

102 See Drum-Spaulding Amended FLA, Summary, p. 1.  
103 Ibid, Summary pp. 1-2. 
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potentially several orders of magnitude more complex, both procedurally and 
substantively, than the Deer Creek Project proposal.   

 
Water moved through the lower Drum-Spaulding system is used consumptively 

by both NID and PCWA; some water is abandoned in Auburn Ravine, while other water 
is discharged and abandoned in Folsom Reservoir.  While PG&E owns pre-1914 
consumptive water rights to some of this water, much of this water is sold under contract 
to PCWA, and some is sold to NID. 

 
Mitigation responsibilities for effects of the lower Drum-Spaulding system are 

also complex, and in some cases are contested, substantively and jurisdictionally.  PG&E 
has maintained that it has no instream flow responsibilities in Auburn Ravine, except 
within 1.2 miles downstream of Wise Powerhouse.  Contested mitigation responsibilities 
in Auburn Ravine in particular need to be resolved before PG&E legally separates the 
source of this water from the delivery of it.  Ownership of the water used to provide 
instream flow for Auburn Ravine would need to be determined in advance of any 
transfer, in order to analyze the effects under both NEPA and CEQA.  

 
The Commission and the State Water Resources Control Board would need to 

conduct an audit of the underlying water rights (pre-1914 and otherwise) associated with 
the Drum-Spaulding system in order to analyze the effects under NEPA and CEQA of a 
transfer of the lower part of the project.  Barring a delay of several years, it is very 
unlikely that such an audit could be accomplished in time for inclusion into the EIS for 
the relicensing of the Projects.  Therefore, the Network recommends that the Commission 
require a separate proceeding and a separate NEPA analysis should PG&E in the future 
request that the lower Drum-Spaulding system be licensed separately from the upper 
system.  The Network further recommends that no such proceeding go forward absent an 
actual plan to transfer ownership, so that the effects of the transfer could be analyzed 
under NEPA simultaneously with the effects of separating the system. 

 
XII.  Alternatives Under NEPA 
 
In comments on the Draft License Application, the Network recommended that 

the Final License Applications and the Draft EIS,  at minimum, evaluate two additional 
complete alternatives: 1) Restored Anadromous Fish Alternative that evaluates project 
effects on restoration of anadromous fish to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers; and 
2) a Future Water Supply Demand Alternative that contains a suite of different levels of 
water demand, including reduced demand, and that proposes mitigations for present or 
future effects on water supply should such effects occur.104  The Network reaffirms the 
need for a Restored Anadromous Fish Alternative.  We also reiterate the need to examine 
future water supply demand alternatives.  However, given the direction of the relicensing 
in the last year and a half, the Network now believes that the need for a complete water 
supply alternative under NEPA should be contingent on the degree to which the 
Commission limits environmental measures based on impacts to water supply.  
                                                             

104 See FWN Comments on DLA’s, ibid, pp. 11-14. 
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A.  The Commission should include a complete alternative under NEPA that 
analyzes the effects of the proposed relicensing on habitat for anadromous 
fish in the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers.  
 
The Network has consistently argued in these proceedings that reintroduction of 

salmon and steelhead to Project waters during the license term is reasonably foreseeable 
and that therefore the Commission must analyze the cumulative effects of relicensing on 
anadromous fish habitat.  “Cumulative impact” is defined as “the impact on the 
environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other 
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency ... 
undertakes such other actions.”105  A “likely” or “reasonably foreseeable” effect is 
interpreted to mean “that the impact is sufficiently likely to occur that a person of 
ordinary prudence would take it into account in reaching a decision .…”106   

 
As this proceeding has progressed, salmon and steelhead reintroduction has 

become even more foreseeable than it already was at the proceeding’s inception.  On 
February 29, 2012, the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”) issued the Final 
Biological Opinion for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' (“Corps”) operation and 
maintenance of Englebright and Daguerre Point dams and Englebright Reservoir on the 
Yuba River (“Englebright Opinion”).107  The Englebright Opinion includes a Reasonable 
and Prudent Alternative (“RPA”) that requires fish passage above Englebright Dam 
beginning in March 2014 using a “trap and transport” system.  A permanent solution to 
reintroduce fish to the upper Yuba River must be in place by January 31, 2020.  This 
event adds to ten years of investigations, involving the investment of millions of dollars 
and thousands of hours of work, in several past and ongoing processes, to identify 
practical opportunities to reintroduce salmon to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba 
rivers.108  Thus, reintroduction of salmon and steelhead into Project affected waters is 
reasonably foreseeable, and though fish are not currently in Project waters, the 
Commission has an obligation to analyze the effects of the relicensing on anadromous 
fish habitat. 

  
To date, the licensees and Commission have not addressed the Projects’ potential 

impacts on listed salmon and steelhead in light of the reasonably foreseeable 
reintroduction of listed species into Project waters.  In the joint section E of their Final 
License Applications, licensees stated:  

 

                                                             

105 40 C.F.R. § 1508.7 (emphasis added).  
106 Id.  
107 See letter from Rodney R. McInnis, NMFS, to Colonel William J. Leady, Corps (Feb. 29, 2012), p. 1.   
108 These include the (past) Upper Yuba River Studies Program and the (ongoing) Yuba Salmon Forum.  
The Network and other NGO’s have also argued in response to the Pre-Application Document for the Yuba 
River Development Project relicensing that the new license should be conditioned on fish passage at 
Englebright, which uses Englebright reservoir as an afterbay for one powerhouse and a forebay for a 
second powerhouse.  This issue remains unresolved in the relicensing proceeding. 
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With regard to Englebright Dam, Licensees note that Englebright Dam is 
downstream of the geographic scope of cumulative effects analysis established by 
FERC in revised SD2. Licensees are aware of a number of ongoing discussions 
related to potential passage of anadromous fish upstream of Englebright Dam. 
However, none of these activities are reasonably foreseeable in that there is an 
ongoing process that would result in passage at a definite time in the future: it is 
unclear how or when such discussions will be concluded or whether they will 
ultimately result in fish passage. In addition, NID points out that even if 
anadromous fish are passed upstream of Englebright Dam, YCWA’s Our House 
Dam on the Middle Yuba River would block fish from passing further upstream 
in the Middle Yuba River. 
 

As with Englebright Dam, YCWA’s project is located downstream of the 
geographic scope of cumulative effects analysis established by FERC in revised 
SD2. Nevertheless, Licensees are aware that YCWA is in the process of 
relicensing its Yuba River Development Project. This is an ongoing federal 
activity whose outcome is unknown at this time. It would be impossible to assess 
the effects of Licensees’ proposed projects on YCWA’s project or the resources 
directly/indirectly affected by YCWA’s project because, at this time, YCWA’s 
proposed project and how YCWA’s proposed project will affect resources are 
unknown. 
 
As indicated above, licensees suggest that an action is not reasonably foreseeable 

unless the action is imminent and its details are certain.  However, imminence and/or 
certainty are not prerequisites for consideration under NEPA, and reasonable foreseeable 
actions are not limited to actual proposals.  The courts have expressly rejected agencies’ 
efforts to truncate their cumulative impacts analysis on the basis that the exact future of 
other projects is less than certain.   

 
In Texas Committee on Natural Resources v. Van Winkle, the court held that the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ discussion of cumulative impacts in an EIS for a flood 
control project through downtown Dallas was inadequate because it did not examine the 
cumulative impacts that foreseeable future river projects would have on the environment.  
In reaching this holding, the court rejected the Corps’ conclusory treatment of the 
cumulative impacts: 

 
Even if the exact future of these other projects is uncertain, uncertainty alone does 
not excuse the COE's failure to address the cumulative impacts of these projects 
in connection with the DFE project.  See Scientists' Inst. for Pub. Info., Inc. v. 
Atomic Energy Comm'n, 481 F.2d 1079, 1092 (D.C.Cir.1973) (stating that “we 
must reject any attempt by agencies to shirk their responsibility under NEPA by 
labeling any and all discussion of future environmental effects as ‘crystal ball 
inquiry’ ”); see also Natural Res. Defense Council, Inc. v. Callaway, 524 F.2d 79, 
87-90 (1975) (rejecting the district court's conclusion that the environmental 
impact of the proposed project could be considered in isolation from other similar 
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projects in the same area that the district court characterized as tentative or 
speculative in nature).… 
 
Defendants' argument that the “projects were evaluated to the extents known” is 
also incorrect. (Defs.' Resp. at 21.) Most of the projects were not even mentioned, 
much less evaluated. The future projects that were mentioned were only discussed 
in conclusory terms. See Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain v. United States Forest 
Serv., 137 F.3d 1372, 1380 (9th Cir.1998) (stating that “general statements about 
‘possible’ effects and ‘some risk’ do not constitute a ‘hard look’ absent a 
justification regarding why more definite information could not be provided”). 
Furthermore, Defendants' claim that the cumulative impacts of the other projects 
were not analyzed because the projects had not been developed to the point where 
foreseeable cumulative impacts could be determined is not persuasive. See 
Neighbors of Cuddy Mountain, 137 F.3d at 1380 (stating that it is not “appropriate 
to defer consideration of cumulative impacts to a future date” because “NEPA 
requires consideration of the potential impact of an action before the action takes 
place”). According to the federal regulations, even if an agency has incomplete or 
unavailable information, the agency is required to reveal the facts and explain that 
such information is incomplete or unavailable. See 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22 (2000). 
The discussion of cumulative impacts in the 1999 EIS fails to satisfy NEPA's 
requirements because it consists only of “conclusory remarks, statements that do 
not equip a decisionmaker to make an informed decision about alternative courses 
of action, or a court to review the [COE's] reasoning.” See Defenders of Wildlife 
v. Babbitt, 130 F.Supp.2d 121, 138 (D.D.C.2001).109 
 

Contrary to licensees’ assertion, a defined timeline for implementation is not 
required for a proposal to be deemed reasonably foreseeable.  In Sierra Club v. U.S. Dept. 
of Energy, 255 F.Supp.2d 1177 (D. CO 2002), the court considered whether a mine 
should have been analyzed as a cumulative impact of an easement grant because it was a 
“reasonably foreseeable future action.”  In its analysis the court noted that it is not 
pertinent when the mining company will begin operations, as long as action is “still 
reasonably foreseeable.”110  In other words, the uncertain timeline for implementation of 
the proposal did not preclude the possibility that it was a reasonably foreseeable action.  

In addition, the Commission does not need to know the exact details of a 
reintroduction action to evaluate its cumulative effects: specifically, whether streamflows 
proposed by the licensees would support lifestages of anadromous fish if and when they 
are reintroduced to project-affected waters.  The precise mechanisms and exact dates for 
getting fish past Englebright Dam do not affect whether streamflows below Milton 
Diversion and Spaulding Dam, as proposed, as recommended by others, or as developed 
by Commission staff, are sufficient to provide thermally suitable holding habitat or 
adequate spawning habitat for spring-run Chinook.  Essential analysis to determine the 

                                                             

109 Texas Comm. on Nat. Resources, 197 F. Supp. 2d at 619-20. 
110 Id. at § 1508.8. 
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effects of the proposed project on anadromous fish is absolutely possible without the 
details of fish passage.  Large amounts of analysis regarding the habitat conditions in the 
South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers are available in reports developed in the Upper Yuba 
River Studies Program, and more accurately in the Yuba Salmon Forum, as well as in the 
record of the Yuba-Bear/Drum-Spaulding relicensing itself.   

 On July 26, 2012, PG&E filed twelve documents in the Drum-Spaulding docket 
for consideration by the Commission “because they contain information pertinent to 
PG&E’s Drum Spaulding Project and the Relicensing of this Project.”111  The submitted 
documents include the Englebright Opinion as well as several documents from PG&E, 
NID, the Corps and the Yuba County Water Agency (YCWA) commenting on the 
Opinion.  PG&E’s submittal notes that NMFS is considering revising the Opinion, but 
acknowledges the exact potential revisions are unknown.  The submittal urges “that 
FERC not consider the BiOP as a final accurate document relevant to these proceedings.”  
The submittal’s attachments proceed to make various conclusions about relevant legal 
and factual issues including the suitability of habitat for anadromous fish in the South 
Yuba River.  

   
PG&E, through its very act of filing this supplemental information, acknowledges 

that the Englebright Opinion is relevant enough to this proceeding that PG&E has elected 
to voluminously contest the Opinion’s facts and conclusions.  PG&E appears to have the 
view that its legal and technical assertions about the Opinion are absolutely correct, and 
that NMFS will accept PG&E’s arguments in their entirety, effectively removing all 
passage actions from the Opinion.  PG&E’s confident view fails to square with the 
statement in its supplemental filing that “…no agreement has been reached on the exact 
revisions to be made by NMFS… .”112  In other words, it is uncertain how NMFS will 
respond to PG&E’s assertions, and whether or how it may modify the Opinion in 
response to those assertions.  PG&E, through its commitment to the Habitat Expansion 
Plan pursuant to the Oroville relicensing, and YCWA, as a result of various processes 
including its FERC relicensing, have potentially significant regulatory and financial 
stakes in the potential outcome of the Opinion.  Therefore, the Commission should not 
rely on their conclusory statements, but should undertake its own independent analysis of 
the Opinion and the foreseeability of the reintroduction of salmonids to the upper Yuba 
watershed.  This alone will enable the Commission to make an informed decision 
regarding cumulative impacts and alternative courses of action to address such impacts.  
An independent Commission analysis is warranted not only to comply with NEPA, but 
also because of the strong public interest in restoring fish upstream of Central Valley rim 
dams.   

 
PG&E’s filing also suggests that the Opinion is subject to modification in the 

future and therefore is too uncertain to be considered or analyzed by the Commission in 
these proceedings.  The Commission should recognize that a future action need not be 
                                                             

111 See PGE’s “Submittal of Additional Information Regarding Yuba River in Pacific Gas & Electric’s 
Drum Spaulding Project Relicensing, FERC Project No. 2310-193.” July 26, 2012 eLibrary 
2012072705014, “Submittal,” p. 2. 
112 Ibid, p. 1. 
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certain or imminent to warrant inclusion in a cumulative effects analysis.  The 
Englebright Opinion represents a clear statement that NMFS is planning for 
reintroduction of anadromous fish in the upper Yuba River.  While it is probable that the 
exact details and timing of the reintroduction will evolve as discussions between 
interested parties continue and more information is known, the overall goal of the 
Opinion remains: salmonids will be reintroduced into the Yuba River above Englebright 
Dam.  The action is reasonably foreseeable and the Commission must analyze the 
cumulative effects of relicensing on anadromous fish habitat. 

 
Some relicensing participants have advocated for the inclusion of a reopener 

clause in the new licenses to ensure their ability to respond to future reintroduction 
actions.  For instance, in its preliminary 4(e) Conditions, the Forest Service has included 
a measure that makes its conditions subject to modification in case of the reintroduction 
of anadromous fish: 

 
FS and BLM, as appropriate, reserve the right to modify these conditions to 
respond to any reintroduction of Chinook salmon or steelhead trout listed under 
the Endangered Species Act to stream reaches through National Forest System or 
BLM lands where the flow is controlled by this Commission licensed facility.113 
 

This requirement makes it all the more essential for the Commission to analyze in the EIS 
the foundational issue of whether the project will interfere with or prevent restoration of 
anadromous fish to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba rivers.  Absent such analysis now, 
any “modification” by the Forest Service will not be covered under NEPA and will not 
have considered comprehensive planning requirements pursuant to Section 10(a)(1) of 
the FPA. 
   

Deferral of an analysis of project effects on anadromous fish habitat to a future 
“reopener” is improper under both NEPA and the FPA.  Failure of the Commission to 
analyze reintroduction under NEPA will at best delay “modification” of the 4(e)’s, and 
could in fact make such modifications impossible to implement.  Reopener does not 
provide a comparable opportunity to relicensing to evaluate and mitigate the Projects’ 
effects on anadromous fish.   In Confederated Tribes and Bands of Yakima Indian Nation 
v. F.E.R.C., the court rejected the Commission’s claims that a reopener or modification 
proceeding offered the same opportunity to protect fisheries as the relicensing 
proceeding: 

 
First, a modification proceeding is not the same as a relicensing proceeding.  
Subject to the requirement that its decision be in the public interest, the 
Commission has broad discretion to impose fish protection conditions when it 
issues a new license.  Notwithstanding a reopener clause, FERC may not “amend” 
a license in a modification proceeding without the licensee’s consent.  16 U.S.C. § 
799.  Plainly, therefore, the Commission’s discretion is curtailed in a modification 
proceeding.  Also, as a practical matter, the method used by FERC here removes 

                                                             

113 See Preliminary 4(e) Conditions, Measure 5.  
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the incentive for a speedy and efficient resolution of fishery issues.  If these issues 
must be examined and resolved prior to licensing, the licensee has an incentive to 
submit all the required data as quickly as possible.  The same incentive is not 
present in the procedure used here where fishery issues are deferred to the future.  
The licensee may very well attempt to forestall the imposition of protection 
measures because these might affect the project’s power production.  See 
Environmental Defense Fund v.  Andrus, 596 F.2d 848, 853 (9th Cir.  1979).114 
 
The Yuba-Bear/Drum-Spaulding relicensing in particular has required painstaking 

consideration of the relative effects not only on power, but on water supply, recreation, 
and aquatic conditions in over 40 project-affected stream reaches.  Neither the public 
interest in the reintroduction of anadromous fish to the South Yuba and Middle Yuba 
rivers nor the public interest in the other values that are balanced under Section 10(a) will 
be served if this balancing does not take place in the relicensing proceeding.   

 
B.  The Commission must consider proposed environmental measures under 
a variety of clearly articulated and analyzed future water supply scenarios.  
 
In FWN’s February 1, 2011 comments on the Draft License Applications, the 

Network provided extensive analysis and criticism of licensees’ treatment of various 
aspects of water supply as it affects and is affected by the operation of the Yuba-
Bear/Drum-Spaulding system.115  In those comments, the Network criticized the 
licensees’ assumption that future water supply demand should be considered part of the 
baseline condition.  In notices of deficiency issued by the Commission on January 31, 
2011, Staff reached a similar conclusion, and required licensees to recalculate the 
baseline using current levels of water supply delivery.116  

 
The debate over the appropriate baseline, and the more consistent participation of 

PCWA in the YBDS relicensing beginning in early 2011, served to focus added attention 
in the proceeding on water supply.  Since that time, streamflow proposals have carefully 
considered the effects on water supply, most frequently using a metric of the averaged 
actual deliveries from 2001-2009.   

 
Future PCWA water supply requirements from the combined YBDS are limited 

by the contracts of PCWA with PG&E, and by lack of anticipated demand in the Colfax 
area.  PCWA’s projected increase in future water supply demand from the Yuba and Bear 
watersheds is therefore only about 4,000 acre-feet per year in its Zone 3 (generally, 
Colfax area), and about 10,000 acre-feet per year in Zone 1 (generally, Auburn area), 
when compared to average annual deliveries from 2001-2009.117    

                                                             

114 Confederated Tribes and Bands of Yakima Indian Nation v. F.E.R.C.746 F.2d 466 (9th Cir. 1984) at 473. 
115 See FWN comments on DLA’s , eLibrary 20110201-5027, pp. 16-25.  
116 See Notice of Deficiency of Drum-Spaulding DLA, eLibrary 20110131-3028, and Notice of Deficiency 
of Yuba-Bear DLA, eLibrary 20110131-3028. 
117 See PG&E and NID Final License Applications (joint section), Table E3.4-1, p. E3-8. See eLibrary 
20110412-5005 and eLibrary 20110415-5018. 
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NID’s projected future demand has a much wider bookend, and is based on 

assumptions that make NID’s projected demand less likely to occur as stated than the 
stated future demands for PCWA: “Estimated 2062 water demands for NID are based on 
the combined trend of 1) the 2001-2009 historical water demands, and 2) the 2032 
projected demands based on the 2009 NID Phase 2 Raw Water Master Plan Update.”118  

 
It appears from joint FLA’s, Table E3.4-1 that NID took figures from its Raw 

Water Master Plan Update, completed in 2009 before the full effect of the economic 
downturn was known, and made a linear extrapolation of increased demand based on the 
slope of the line between current demand and Master Plan-projected demand in 2032, and 
carried this rate of increase out to 2062.  

 
There is no real basis to use 2062 as the date for future demand; the Commission 

generally uses 30 years for its economic analysis, not 50.  30 years seems more 
appropriate for the water supply analysis.  By using 50 years rather than 30 years, NID 
increases its benchmark future demand by about 20,000 acre-feet a year.   

 
As noted in our comments on the DLA’s, the effects of proposed relicensing 

measures on future water supply demand is highly variable and dependent on multiple 
factors.  To the degree that the Commission proposes to limit resource measures because 
of the impacts to water supply, the Commission must clearly articulate its assumptions 
and the means by which it has independently analyzed the impacts of various relicensing 
alternatives on present and future water supply.  If the Commission makes limitations on 
environmental measures based on future water supply demand, then the Commission 
must analyze under NEPA a variety of alternatives that might otherwise mitigate the 
water supply loss and allow the environmentally preferable measure to go forward.  In 
such case, the Commission must consider a variety of scenarios.  For example, a scenario 
should consider decreased raw water demand based on increased price.  Another scenario 
should consider increased water use efficiency, particularly for reduction of NID canal 
losses.  The Commission should also evaluate reduced water sales by PG&E to NID and 
by NID to South Sutter Water District.  Please refer to our comments on the DLA’s for a 
more complete explication of potential considerations.119  
 

XIII.  The Commission must analyze the cumulative effects of relicensing the 
Projects on Folsom Reservoir and on the Lower Yuba River. 
 
The Drum-Spaulding Project’s Newcastle Powerhouse discharges an average of 

120,000 acre-feet of water annually to the Bureau of Reclamation’s (the Bureau) Folsom 
Reservoir.  Reoperation of the Drum-Spaulding Project as a result of this proceeding 
could result in less water discharging to Folsom Reservoir. The Commission must 
evaluate the cumulative effects of the various alternatives and proposed measures on the 
operation of Folsom Reservoir, including the effects on water deliveries from Folsom 
                                                             

118 Ibid, p. E3-9.  
119 See FWN comments on DLA’s , ibid, pp. 16-25. 
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Reservoir and on fisheries resources in the lower American River downstream of Folsom 
Reservoir.  The Commission should analyze the potential impact of reducing the amount 
of water entering Folsom Reservoir, and consider a broad range of potential measures to 
mitigate this reduction, including reoperation of Folsom Reservoir and the imminent re-
operation of other FERC licensed in the American River watershed.120 

   
The Commission should also analyze the effects on the lower Yuba River of 

exporting an annual average of 425,000 acre-feet out of the Yuba River watershed.  
 
During relicensing negotiations, the Bureau, which operates Folsom Reservoir, 

advocated that existing (baseline) levels of January through May Newcastle discharges to 
Folsom be maintained in Dry, CD and EC water years.  The Bureau claimed that 
reduction of these discharges would cause harm to salmon and steelhead in the lower 
American River.  It is difficult for the Network to thoroughly respond to the Bureau’s 
requested measure, because the Bureau has not till now articulated its proposed measure 
in detail.  However, the Network disputes both the claim of environmental harm and the 
stated connection between the Bureau’s proposed requirement and the alleged 
environmental benefit. 

   
The Bureau claims that salmon and steelhead in the lower American River would 

be harmed by the reduction in discharges into Folsom Reservoir from Newcastle 
Powerhouse.  However, the Bureau is required by its State Water Resources Control 
Board permit (Decision 893) and by its participation in the American River Water Forum 
to implement minimum instream flow requirements downstream of Folsom Dam 
regardless of the inflow into Folsom Reservoir from the Drum-Spaulding Project.  It is 
also required by the Biological Opinion for the Operations Criteria and Plan of the 
Central Valley Project (CVP) and the State Water Project (SWP) to meet water 
temperature requirements downstream of Folsom Dam, regardless of the inflow to 
Folsom Reservoir from the Drum-Spaulding Project.  CALSIM modeling, which the 
Bureau uses to plan the operation of the American River Division of the CVP, does not 
have a node for inflow to Folsom Reservoir from Newcastle Powerhouse.  

 
The Bureau holds no water rights to water from the Yuba or Bear watersheds.  

The Bureau holds water rights on the American River that are junior to the water rights of 
several other parties.  Under Water Rights Decision 1274, inflow of foreign water is 
subject to prior diversion by senior water right holders in the receiving watershed.  The 
Bureau has not demonstrated that the windfall of water from Newcastle will not be 
diverted by senior diverters with points of diversion in Folsom Reservoir. 

 
There is no basis in fact to draw a line between water that is discharged from 

Newcastle into Folsom and prospective use of that water for environmental purposes.  

                                                             

120 Estimates of the magnitude of reduction in discharges in Dry, CD and EC years ranges from 11,000 afy 
to 30,000 afy.  The Network has not been presented with modeling data by the Bureau, and is thus not able 
to be more specific.  The Commission should require the Bureau to submit pertinent modeling information 
into the record. 
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The Bureau appears to assume, and ask others to assume, that “environmental” water is 
the “first spilled” and therefore the first sacrificed if total available water is reduced, for 
any reason.  How the Bureau allocates the water available to it in Folsom Reservoir is a 
choice made by the Bureau, subject to its own regulatory requirements.121  It is not a 
choice made by operators of the Drum-Spaulding Project or by other stakeholders in the 
Yuba River and Bear River watersheds, who assign water to beneficial uses within those 
watersheds.  On its face, the very notion that the Bureau is dependent on a rob Yuba to 
pay Folsom relationship in order to meet American River regulatory requirements 
suggests that the Bureau needs to reorder its water allocation priorities in the American 
River Division. 

 
The relicensing of the Upper American River Project (FERC #2101) and the 

Middle Fork American Project (FERC #2079) are likely to substantially increase the 
January through May inflow to Folsom Reservoir from the American River watershed in 
Dry, Critically Dry and Extreme Critical water years.  Any cumulative effects analysis of 
inflow to Folsom must consider both the timing and magnitude of this increase in inflow 
pursuant to these other relicensings.  Any cumulative effects analysis must also consider 
the already existing overallocation of Folsom Reservoir water resources, particularly in 
Dry, Critically Dry and Extreme Critical water years, as a baseline condition.  Finally, the 
Commission must consider reasonable measures that the Bureau can take, independent of 
the operation of the Drum-Spaulding Project, in order to mitigate the environmental 
effects that might be exacerbated by reduced January through May discharge from 
Newcastle Powerhouse.  

 
The underlying concern for the Bureau appears to be that a reduction of 

discharges from Newcastle Powerhouse into Folsom Reservoir has the potential to reduce 
the water available to the Bureau for water supply deliveries, notably within the 
American River Division. Under the guise of claiming an alleged environmental effect, 
the Bureau is asking the Commission to expand the geographic scope of its cumulative 
effects analysis in order to review this potential impact to its water supply.  If the 
Commission accedes to this request, it needs to clearly explain why it is treating 
cumulative effects of both the Drum-Spaulding and Yuba-Bear projects on the lower 
Yuba River differently than it is treating the cumulative effects on the American River 
watershed.  By water volume, the effects of project diversions on the lower Yuba are an 
order of magnitude greater than the potential effects of relicensing on the lower 
American.   

 
In study development, the licensees argued that their projects, despite an average 

annual water export of 425,000 acre-feet out of the Yuba watershed, have no significant 
impact on the fisheries resources in the lower Yuba River.  The lower Yuba features 
populations of spring-run Chinook and green sturgeon, in addition to steelhead 
populations; of these ESA-listed species, only steelhead are present in the lower 
American.  As recently as July 27, 2012, licensee PG&E has advocated that operation of 
                                                             

121 Absent spill and flood releases, the Bureau can capture all the water discharged from Newcastle 
Reservoir. 
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the Drum-Spaulding Project does not significantly affect listed species in the lower Yuba 
River:  “Again, the flows and water temperatures below Englebright Reservoir are not 
significantly affected by Drum-Spaulding diversions. (Drum-Spaulding Project Final 
License Application, Exhibit E pages E6.5-7 to E6.5-28, April 2011).”122  

 
As noted above, the Network maintains that the effect of reduced discharges from 

Newcastle Powerhouse would essentially be a water supply effect, not an environmental 
effect.  A decision by the Commission to preferentially analyze project cumulative effects 
on Bureau operation at Folsom but not project cumulative effects on the lower Yuba 
would therefore violate the equal consideration requirement of Section 4(e) of the FPA: 
the project cumulative effect on the lower Yuba is much more an environmental one, 
since the lower Yuba watershed is far less overallocated on a water supply basis than is 
the lower American.  

 

XIV.  Climate Change  

In Revised Scoping Document 2, Commission Staff stated: 
 

While we recognize that global and regional climate change has potential for 
changes to the water supply, hydroelectric generation, and the environment, we 
are concerned that reliable models for predicting climate over the term of the new 
license at a project-specific level do not exist.123 
 
Following from that approach, the Commission declined to order a Climate 

Change study as requested by American Rivers.  While it is discretionary to the 
Commission to decline to order a study that it does not believe will inform the record, it 
is not discretionary under NEPA for the Commission to decline to analyze the effects of 
the proposed project over the proposed term of the license.  In opposing the proposed 
study, licensees argued that the study would analyze the effect of the environment on the 
project, not the effect of the project on the environment.  What is at issue under NEPA is 
the effect of the project over the course of the license; those effects will change as 
climatic conditions change.  Under NEPA, the Commission cannot avoid the analysis: it 
must make reasonable inferences based on information and reasonable hypotheses. 

 
PG&E’s hydrologist Gary Freeman has performed extensive analysis of past and 

potential future changes to PG&E’s hydropower system, including the Drum-Spaulding 
Project.  The Commission would do well to start with Mr. Freeman’s work in carrying 
out its climate change analysis. 

  
The uncertainty of how the project will affect aquatic and other resources under a 

changing climate is a strong argument in favor of a 30-year license, rather than a longer 

                                                             

122 See Submittal of Additional Information Regarding Lower Yuba River of Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company, eLibrary 20120727-5014, PG&E Attachment A, p. A-5. Cite contained in original.  
123 See Revised Scoping Document 2, eLibrary 20081006-3034, p. 7.  
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one.  The Network does, however, support lining up future license expiration dates and 
thus relicensings in the watershed, provided that this does not cause significant delays in 
license issuance.    

  
Conclusion 

  
The Network thanks the Commission for the opportunity to provide 

recommendations for the new Yuba-Bear and Drum-Spaulding licenses under section 
10(a) of the Federal Power Act, and to provide comments pursuant to the Ready for 
Environmental Analysis Notice for these projects.  

 
      Respectfully submitted, 
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BEFORE THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 
 
Nevada Irrigation District    )   Project No. 2266-102 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company   )   Project No. 2310-193 

 
 

Certificate of Service 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing Comments and Recommended Terms and Conditions  
of Foothills Water Network, American Rivers, American Whitewater, California 
Sportfishing Protection Alliance, Friends of the River, Gold Country Fly Fishers, 
Northern California Council Federation of Fly Fishers, Ophir Property Owners 
Association, Save Auburn Ravine Salmon and Steelhead, Sierra Club, South Yuba River 
Citizens League, and Trout Unlimited in the above-captioned proceedings has this day 
been filed online with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and served via email 
or surface mail upon each person designated on the Service List compiled by the 
Commission Secretary for these Projects. 
 
Dated at Portland, Oregon, this 31st day of July, 2012. 
 

 
 
 

 

_____________________ 
       Megan Hooker 
       Associate Stewardship Director 
       American Whitewater 
 

 


